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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, December V, 1478 in Our 99th Year 15c Per Copy Volume 99 No. 303
Happy Holl-Daze
-. Those 1040 Forms Will Be Arriving Soon
A grim reminder that Christmas is
over should be showing up in mailboxes
throughout Murray in the next couple of
days in the form of federal and state
income tax packets.
The tax booklets should arrive in
some mailboxes today and about all of
the 88 million mailed by the Internal
Revenue Service Tuesday should be
delivered within five to seven days, said
Larry Batdorf, an IRS spokesman.
If people don't get them by 'that time
they shouldn't panic," he said. "After a
reasonable time they should call or go
to an IFS office for ,forms."
. IRS is mailing out the forms over
number of days to avoid swamping the
Postal Service with its biggest mailing
ever, some two million more than last
year.
Clerks at the Murray Post , Office
havealreado= begun sorting the packets
for local delivery, according to Fred
Jac.ksen, officer in charge. Federal as
well is Kentucky income tax packets
have been received at the local post
office, officials report.
The IRS reported that about 8,000 of
the form packages actually got in the
mails last week in the New York and
Philadelphia . areas because two
printers inadvertently made deliveries
to the post offiees--eaely.-- - ----- -
Taxpayers cannot file a 1978 tax
return before Jan. 1, 19'79 anyway. They
have until April 16 to file because the
normal April 15 deadline-, falls on a
Sunday.
Employers must give workers their
W2 withholding forms by Jan. 31.
Some people who received the 1040A
short form or the 1040 long form in the
mail may find their income was a lot
different this year and may want to
order different forms from the IRS.
Traditionally, local banks also have on
hand a supply of the federal and state
tax forms.
A glance at the new forms shows they -
are remarkably similar to the ones filed
the previous year. Most tax law
changes passed by Congress this year
will not go into effect until the 1979 tax
year.
"This time you can probably pull out
last year's tax form and use it as a
guide," Wilson Fadely, an IRS
spokesman, said.
Not only is the format similar, but so
are the tax tables. That means tax-
payers who got a cost-of-Jiving pay
raise in 1978 may be paying a higher
percentage of their income in taxes.
About three out of every four tax-
payers will get refunds within about
four weeks if they file returns in
January, or in about eight weeks if they
file Ui April.
Several changes in tax laws will go
into effect in the new forms — notably a
tax credit for home insulation and some
changes in capital gains taxes.
As in past years, the IRS will give tax
advice over the telephone, in person at
IRS offices and at some special tax
booths.
During the last filing season, the IRS
answered more than 17 million phorie
inquiries, 38,000 letters and helped
more than 6 million people who walked
into IRS offices.
The IRS also is training 30,000 per-
sons to staff booths at libraries, schools,
fire stations and other public buildings
to help people with special needs. These
unpaid volunteers also will make visits
to nursing homes, hospitals and
retirement communities from January
through April.
IRS officials swear the income tax
form instructions should be understood
by anyone with eight years of schooling.
"Last year," an IRS spokesman said,
"we simplified the instructions so they
could be understood with 10 years of
education instead of 14. This year, we
got the reading level down to the eighth
grade."
GETTING TAX FORMS OUT — Marge McClard and Charles A. Marello,
employees at Murray Post Office, are shown here sorting federal and state
tax forms- which should be reaching local homes soon. The internal
Revenue Service malted out tax forms to 88 million Americans Tuesday, a
grim reminder that Christmas is over and a new year is almost upon us.




By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
'TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Troops fired
in the air trying to rout large groups of
demonstrators marching toward the
U.S. Embassy today but the protesters
regrouped and headed on, witnesses
said.
Mobs rampaging through Tehran
Tuesday had threatened Americans
with death, set fires, smashed windows
and immobilized traffic in the worst
disturbances in the capital in three
months.
Soldiers also forced out and arrested
78 professors staging a sit-in at a
government ministry after one of them
was killed in Tuesday's protests against
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.
The professors were staging their sit-
in at the Ministry of Science and Higher
Education to demand both reopening of
the schools after a six-week shutdown
and the ouster of the shah.
Witnesses said the troops forced the
protesters out hours after a 27-year-old
professor taking part in the sit-in was
fatally shot as he leaned from a windciw
to watch a demonstration on the street
below.
government sources said the
professor — one of at least three per-
sons killed during Tuesday's Viating in
Tehran and five other cities — had been
shouting support to the demonsleators.
The sit-in had been going on four days
when the professor — Kamram Nejat-
Mehl — was hit. Another group of some
100 professors has been occupying a
building at Tehran University to
demand its reopening.
Iranian state radio deplored the
killing and indicated the professor may
have been the victim of rooftop snipers
"who have been firing at police and
soldiers."
U.S. Postal Officials,Are Investigating Apparent
'Circle Of Gold' Chain Letter Scheme; Seen Here
arettPiegtitifing
an apparent chain letter scheme, that,
according to some reports, has cropped
up in Murray.
Fred Jackson, officer in charge of
•Murniy Post Office said today he has
had no formal complaints on a chain
called "Circle of Gold," which started
about three months ago apd has
gradually moved east.
Jackson requested Int-persons
receiving the letter by mail turn-it over
to him and he will forward it to U.S.
postal inspectors.
"Occasionally we'll get these (chain
An AP News Analysis
letters) .through the mails but most
people will throw them into the trash
and we (postal officials) seldom ever
see them," Jackson said.
Chief Postal Inspector C. Neil Benson
is currently investigating numerous
complaints about the "Circle of Gold"
letter.
The chain is believed to have started
in Mann and Santa ._Crue_ countieit-
outside San Francis-co, Calif., Benson
said.
He explained that typically the chain
requires any participant to buy two
copies of the letter for $100 in cash. The
buyer in a face-to-face traffstiction
. gives $50 of the total to the person from
- whom the letter was purchased and
----sends the other $50 of the total to the
first person 911.1Qp_ of a 12_ name_list
Benson said this top name is then
crossed off and the buyer's name as
added at the bottom of each copy-before
it sold again.
- Benson said the scheme is similar to
the Series E Savings Bond scheme
popular during the summer of 1976.
- "Aside from the fact that those who
buy and sell the chain letter are in
violation of a federal law," Benson
said,"the majority of those who become ,
involved in this type of scheme end up
as victims since actual profits from
chain -letters equally reach only those
---tthe enter the scheme early"
- Benson said if the scheme Involves
the mailing of money, a bond or other [
valuable item, even if the chain letters
themselves are not mailed, it is still a
vicaation of federal law.
However, so-called "chain letters"
offering nothing more thin recipes or
the like are considered to be mailable
because the items mailed do not con-
stitute "a thing of value" within the
meaning of 'the applicable law. Postal
cards involving a "good luck chain"
containing a threat of bad luck to those
_who break the chain are, however,
Illegal under a law that prohibits
placement of threatening matter on the
outside of mail, Benson added.
The chief postal inspector urged
those who receive all chain letters "to
film them over promptly to any post-
master or postal inspector to avoid
possible criminal involvement in the
scheme, and to assist the U.S. Postal
Service in its efforts to protect the
public from this activity."
Tim Lee Carter, Nunn, Make Up In GOP Unity Effort
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( Al') — Rep. Tim
Lee Carter, R-Ky.,. and former Gov.
Louie Nunn "have made our peace,"
according to Carter, who confirms that
he will support Nunn for the Republican
gubernatorial nomination. -
That step by the veteran
congressman from the 5th District„ a
GOP stronghold, is a- severe blow to
state Rep. Raymond Overstreet,- R-
Liberty, a bitter Nunn opponent who
had counted on backing by Carter's
camp in the primary.
Overstreet and Ray White of Bowling
Green are the announced candidates.
Nunn has said he will make a decision
shortly on whether to run in 1979.
"Re_ ( Nunn) was a good governor (in
1967-71) and we need to clean things up
in Frankfort," Carter said Tuesday in a
telephone ipterview, from his home at
Tompkinsville.
"...He's the one man I feel could flush
-out the Augean stables." ,
- The reference is to a Izindary stable
mawhich reined unclean for 30 years
until Hercules diverted, a river through
it.
Carter and Nunn have been on the _
• political outs for almost a decade. The
difficulty started when many
Republican officials in the 5th District
complained that they were not con-
sulted by Nunn as governor in con-
nection with jobs and political favors.
In the 1972 GOP' presidential
primary, Carter supported Gerald Ford
and Nunn stumped Tor Ronald Reagan.
Ford won in Kentucky. •
The mountainous 5t1', District is a key
area for any GOP nominee for governor
next year, in tandem with the populous
Louisville area.
Should Nunn run and be elected
Carter said, _he is certain his district
will reive proper attention.
"I don't. care about patronage," he
siaid,"The only thing I would say is that
It should be fynneled through regular
'channels, our comity executive com-
mittees."
He acknowledged this was not done
during Nunn's tenure, but added that
some local officials had not supported
Nunn "and I could net blame him" for
ignoring them.
The congressman said he made his
commitment to Niinn about 10 days ago
while a guest at the former governor's
home at Lexington.
Meantime, Overstreet, who privately
has expressed shock at the neW
; arrangement, commented on a
television panel:
"Mr. Nunn can be beaten in a head-on
primary in this state, but in a three-
man contest he holds the advantage."
Overstreet said that he and White
have discussed "the possibility of one •of
usdropping out," but his understanding
is that hi a rival is staying in the race.
He indicated he is thinking in that
event of running as an independent for
governor. He has written for an at-
torney general's opinion on whether 4he
can do so and still keep his legislative
post.
"I, know that 51 percent of
Republicans do not want Nunn to be
nomintited," Overstreet said. "...And
the DOmacrats have sent him a clear
Military Officials Say Arms Pact Won't
Lead To Budget Cuts, Halt Weapons Drive
By FRED S. HOFFIVIAN
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (API — Military
officials say anyone expecting a U.S.-
Soviet nuclear arms- agreement to halt
the drive for advanced weapons or lead
to defense budget cuts is in for a
disappointment.
"We-will have to increase the present
spentaing-  rate- ireep essential
equivalence even with a Salt II treaty,"
said Defense Secretary Harold Brown.
Gen. David Jones, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of.. Staff, ma* it clear
recently that the nation's fop military
leaders will support a SALT agreements
only if,,, "we can proceed' with the
programs necessary to- allow essential
equivalence."
By "essential equivalence," Brown
and Jones mean that the U.S. nuclear •
striking force must be kept in ap-
proximate balance with that of the
Soviet Union -- not only in numbers but
.in etfectiVeness.
.Only iiltiltS way, they believe can-the
United States remain certain that- the
Russians will be deterred from laun-
chinga surprise knockout blow in the
futur
Whi e Brown indicated defense
.'ipenditig would have to increase under.
SAisT II, he says spending would have
to rise even more — 'by perhaps $2 '
-billion a year — in the absence of a new
agreement.
"Without a SALT treaty, --they
probably woeld do more and we would.
probabiy do• more," Brown said,
referring to the action-reaction aspect
of the arms race. Advocates of a SAI,T
TT treritynope It At temper That spirfil •
Pressure on President Carter from
liberal interests not to cut social
programs from the new federal budget
in favor pf defense has been countered
by pressure from conaervatives to••
increase [ defense outlayti in view at
Soviet weapons growth.
Since a SALT treaty 'would face a
severe test in the Senate, where a two-
thirds vote is required for ratification,
analysts say Ca4ter cannot, risk
alienating conservative senators on the
defense budget issue. •
According_to Jar,oseotz.fixlications,
-'-•tet•ter41-1TfrillOW Ihtotiglinn is public
pledge' to increase defense spending by
about 3 percent beyond inflation in the
budget he sends to Congress next
month. Defense spending in the
proposed budget is expected to total
about $123 billion in fiscal 1980.
•
• message: 'We don't want you.' Yet here
he's popping up again."
Overstreet said on the Lexington
program (WLEX) it is significant that --
in losing a Senate bid in 1972, Nupn ran
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Mostly sunny and cool this
afternoon. Highs in the Mid to
upper 30's. Partly cloudy and
cold tonight, lows in the low 20's.
Partly sunny and a little warmer
Thursday. Highs in the low 40's.
• 'WInds riertnivesterty amend TO '




reported that Iran's oil production was
heading toward the 400,000-barrel level
— a fraction of the normal. 6 million
barrel output — despite the help of
American and other foreign experts.
A crippling strike by many of the
37,000 Iranian oil workers has ended the
role of Iran as a petroleum exporter for
the while. Iran had been the second
largeat petroleum exporter after Saudi
Arabia, with most of its crude going to
Japan and Western Europe. But of-
ficials say what oil is being produced





An ordinance raising city of Murray
vehicle license fees from $10 to $15 for
automobiles will be considered on
second and final reading at the *War
meeting of the Murray Common
council Thursday.,aid0 parirr•
The hike in city all- ers — which also
•raises the tax on trucks greater than Pi
tons to $25 — has been theaubject of
much debate since the proposal was
revealed about a month ago.
The increase — projected by the
council's budget committee to bring in
approximately. $40,000 in additional
revepue in 1979 — is needed so the city
can • rovide seven percent wage in-
crea to city employees according to
Mayor Me • r B. Henley.
Opponents to city sticker price
hike have char a• • that it is only a
"stopgap". measure and that the tax is
unfair to non-residents of the city.
Under the city ordinance, all
residents of the city who own vehicles
must purchase the stickers as well as
non-residents of the city who work
• within the city.
- A recent agreement between Mayer- --
Henley and the Calloway County Fiscal
Court — apparently an attempt to make
the purchase of city stickers by non-city
residents more palatable-- will allow
anyone who purchases a sticker,
regardless of their place of residence,
the privilege of using the city landfill at
no charge just as if they.are residents of
the city. -
The ordinance passed on first reading
on a 10-2 vote of the council.
Also on the agenda for Thursday's
meeting, which will be held in the
council chambers of City Hall, are:
— The second reading of an *or-
dinance establishing a 25 m.p.h. speed
limit on N. 16th Street between Main
and Chestnut.
— Consideration of salary schedules
for city employees for the coming year.
—• A recommendation concerning
workman's compensation from council
member Marshall Jones.
— Consideration of realignment of
city voting wards, also to be presented
by Jones.
— Presentation of the 1979 revenue
sharing budget for the city.




EDDYVILLE, Ky. (API —13onald E
Borcienkircher, superintendent of the
Kentucky State Penitentiary here since
August 1976, said he will resign his post
next month in order to manage Riehard
Lewis' campaign for- -lieutenant
governor.
Bordenkireher's resignation 'T
contained in a copyrighted story a.
Wednesday editions pf The Courier
Journal.
Bordenkircher said that he has told
state Corrections Commissioner I)ayid
Bland that, he will leave the peniten-
tiary- on Jan.' 15. The superintendent
said that•"this is something I have to
do" and denied any problems with the
corrections department.
"I' have no problems with the
corrections department that I know
• of," he said, "I have great respect for
Commissioner 'Bland and the • team.",
Tfordenkirctrer said that - --
three-term Democratic state
representative from Benton "stands for
what I believe in". A 20-year veteran of
the criminal justice syitent, Bor-
denkircher said he desires to improve
the system in Kentucky.





PREPARING FOR HOLIDAYS-The Robertson Kin-
dergarten children had a busy time getting ready for the
holidays prior to the closing of school on Dec. 21. Some of
their activities have included making and painting dough
ornaments, stringing popcorn, and making and decorating
cookies. In the top left picture Micah Miller with Mrs. Ann
Chrisman is stirring cookie batter, while in the bottom left
picture Leslie Kjosa and Joey Bazzell are busy stringing
popcorn. In the top right picture Jada Coker, Hope Carlin,
Jennifer McClain, and Tanya Nichols watch as Mrs. Mary
Johnson puts the last batch of cookie dough on the tray to
bake.
Take Your GlassesTo Grocery So You
Read Fine Print On Different Labels
By Harold Blumenfeld
or, I wonder about the proportions
really coconut oil or palm oil. .f the oils used-especially • since
-- -Vegetables -grow-- -on the ground Or coconut palm oils coritribu
If you have trouble reading f me
print, better take along a pair of eye-
glasses the next time you go grocery
shopping. You might want to check
the ingredients listed on the pack-
ages lining supermarket shelves.
Take crackers .and cookies, for
example
UNTIL A FEW years _aghç _
bakest-of-ttittrprMuittSsi'iip1y listed
-vegetable oil" and -vegetable fat"
as ingredients. -That was misleading
-maybe downright deceptive.
Often that "vegetable oil" was
underground. But eoconuts and palm
grow ,high up on trees. They are not
vegetables, no in,..4tter..how you may
slice them.
Why get so riled up about a food
manufacturer's lack of botannical
knowledge' Because the American
Heart Association and leading nutri-
tionists tell us to avoid coconut and
palm oil. These oilS contribute to
excessive cholesterol in the human
body.
AFTER HEARING our protests,
the federal government ordered food
processors to be more explicit in
idling us what goes into the food we
buy. Now the ingredients are
.described more specifically. (Unfor-
tunately, though, they are still in
-k ns EI'n-(-theflatjijgs f.
found on most packages of crackers
and cookies was -hydrogenized coco-
nut oil or palm oil or soybean/cotton-'
seed/peanut oil." When they say
• "
With the change in the law_rnost
of the packages now list "lard"
instead of "animal fat" or ;animal
shortening." Lard, like cocdnut and
palm oils, is high in cholesterol.
IN ADDITION, the dictionary
defines lard as fat rendered from a
hog. That makes it taboo for people
who strictly observe the Hebraic
laws.
many people buy mock sour
cream, whipped topping, artificial
coffee tighteners and other ersatz
foods because they contain fewer
calories. Though these substitutes
may have lower calorie counts than
the originals, they are probably
heavilyigaglect with _coconut oil.. „Look
caWhIly. --
BREAD LABELS can also be
misleading. If you want whole-wheat
bread that is entirely whole wheat,
the label shoold_clearly state "100
percent whel‘Wti
and
longer shelf life. Once in, readkle small print.
• Remember that ingredients are list-
ed in order of importance. If the first
ingredient listed is "white flour,"_ be
assured the bread contains more
white flour than whole wheat. If you
are trying to cut down your sugar
intake, make sure "sugar" does not
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RIAD 01E11 CANDICE BERGEN
4„,; Ail MIA* rigiirot--tiimoristitrr inmost
EvGli
01.1t
In . 1776, as the American
colonies were freeing them -
.elves from gngland, a British
economist named Adam
By CAM/ WOW NSTONE




Repeated by request. 1 cup
sifted all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda ,
1 teaspoon cinnamon .
)1 teaspoon each cloves,
mace and nutmeg




Fruit Nut Mixture, see
below
Sift together the flour, baking
soda and spices. Cream butter
and sugar; thoroughly beat in
eggs, one at a time, then mo-
lasses and 1,4 cup brandy. Add
flour mixture and Fruit Nut
Mixture and mix well. Turn
into a greased 9-inch angelcake
pan entirely lined with greased
foil. Bake in a preheated 300-
degree oven until very brown
and crusty - 2 hours and 15
minutes. Cool on rack for 30
minutes; turn out and remove
foil; cool completely and then
sprinkle entire surface with 1-
3rd cup brandy. Wrap tightly in
saran, then in foil; let stand at
room temperature overnight
before slicing,
Fruit Nut Mixture: Mix 1 cup
flour with 11/2 cups glace
cherries, '4 cup diced candied
citron, 1 and 1-3rd cups raisins,
11,4 cups each chopped pitted
dates and dried figs, 13% cups
coarsely chopped pecans.
New Providence Homemakers
Club Meets, Falwell Home
•
Beth Falwell opened her
home for the potluck luncheon
and party held by the New
Providence Homemakers
Club on Tuesday, Dec. 12. Her
house was decorated for the
occasion.
Gifts were exchanged and
sunshine frtinds were made
known with new friends drawn
for 1979. Many handmade gifts
which the homemakers had
learned to make this year
were gifen.
Fonda Grogan led two
games with Karen Housden
and Gayle Herndon as win-
ners.
The. president, Patsy Pit-
tman, presided, and Karen
Housden called the roll with
members answering with a
holiday tradition. '
Iva Mae Allbritten gave the
devotion on the subject of
"Love" with the scripture
reading from Corinthians
13:4-7 and11:13.
'A new member of the club is
Peggy Taylor. Helen Claud
gave thanks preceding the
meal. Recipes were ex-
changed.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Jan. 9, at the
home of Bonita Williams.
Special Chicken Dishes
Planned For One Person
Cooking for one can be in-
teresting and fun if you learn
to think small and. . . think
chicken.
Chicken can be purchasA in
quantities to fit every family,
even if that means only you.
No worry about waste; buy
only the parts you need and
like best.
According to the National
Broiler Council, high protein,
low-calorie chicken supplies
nutrients needed to keep
young singles operating at
peak efficiency. It's ideal- for
senior citizens living on fixed
incomes, too. They enjoy not
only the economy of chicken
AMERICA'S 11Z1111141
Some historians say that Smith was advocating an eco-
one of the reasons for the nomic freedom.
American Revolution was the He showed the logic of al-
desire to assure free trade,___,I$1.wing supply and demand to
that is, trade carried on with - set the price of goods-and
government regulations, the price o( goods to. deter-
mine the supply and:demand.
Many people today. still
favor the natural workings of
a free mark. t• They say that
I natural gas, for example,
asitould be priced at its com-
modity value-at what it is
worth in a free market, com-
peting against other energy
fuels.
That way, economists point
out, America can make better
use of her heritage of pre-
cious resources and keep up





By ELAINE Q. BARROW
aP Nolni•iltut••
Housework has become a urn-sex labor - theoreticaUy.
In practice, it's a different story, says an expert in home
.-managemenl.
-Studies show' that men JnarTieci...to_w_grkIngtste_s_ are_
doing less of it than we supposed," says Virginia Habeeb,
author and home economist.
A university study has found, she says, that the so-called
non-liberated woman is getting more help from her mate
than-the wife whose tune is constricted by a job outside the
home. 
_
Figures show that husbands of full-time homemakers
-spend at:tour:one and a quarter houraeach day halcortg their
saves. But husbands whose wives bring a dollar froni•
outside employment pitch in only about 36 minutes a day-
While the typical hausfrau averag4s 40 hours a week at
housework, Ms. Habeeb says, statistics show working
women spend 26 hours a week at it. in agdition to their 36 to
40 hours devoted to the salaried job.
This topsy-turvy situation probably 'indicates. according
. to Ms. Habeeb, that employed homemakers have fewer
children underfoot, especially smaller children.
These and other considerations of efficiency were
explored in a recent talk _ by Ms Habeeb on cleaning
methods She told the group: •
"Managing a home is the art of. juggling. With
continually changing priorities,. -you juggle people, activities
and clutter (often chaos). Finding an easier- way to gain
more time for yourself is more than a right. It's the major
goal.'•
It's basic to decide first what type of housekeeper you
are Values vary as do standards of cleanliness. It's your
decision. '
- Ms Habeeb recommends rating one's self on a scale she
calls the "Homemakers' Barometer" She explains she had
taken an unofficial poll of homemakers who graded
themselves on a scale of 100 as a median, ranging from 25
percent to 200 percent the peak-, of course, being the
perfectionist who "spends hours, regardless of priority"
Rated at 150 percent was the compulsive person who
constantly cleans, cooks anij sews, and doesn't have much
time for outside activities.
Descending along the scale are the organizer who can't
function without a list, the "take-it-as-it-comes" cleaner
whc• cleans when necessary, and the "lick-and-pfomise"
person who takes too many -shortcuts. At the bottom. at 25
percent. is the self-acknowledged "slob- who couldn't care._
less.
Of all the women she interviewed,she said, seven Out of
10 fitted in either the' organizer" or "take-it-as-it-
comes"
categories. The "organizer" is usually the working woman
holding down two-major jobs One at home and one outside
Emphasizing this point, Ms Habeeb said "no matter
what category. the first essential is to-get organized
Decide your priorities Make schedules.-Then. gebusy.
-Best of all, run your home 'Ikea business "
She favors conducting your personal time-and-motion
studtes. Wear a pedometer and find out how many steps
yo6 take and how many of them are really necessary
Applying a business-like assessment, don't budget more
woe than -necessary for doing routine cleaning Studies
show that a child's room should be cleaned in 15 to 20
minutes, a kitchen in 45 minutes, a bathroom in 30 minutes.
As rti move from one room to another, carry your
eqUipment with you in a step-saving basket containing
ejoths. whisk brooms, glass cleanser, all-purpose scouring
powder. sponges and other items.
separate household activities into four segments. Daily
(requiring a quick run-through). weekly. monthly and
seasonal. You can reduce clutter considerably if you, toss
into the garbage any piece of furniture of or garm
ent you---.--
hawtint wed in two-yearn- blidiseit a /VW • -
Removing grease ranks as the most difficult cleaning
problem. and mildew removal is the second, according to '-
Michael Spraggins, general manager of- While




Murray Lodge No. 105, Free
and Accepted Masons, will
meet fit 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall for the election of officers.
Temple Hill Lodge No, 276,
Free and Accepted Masons,
will meet at the lodge hall for
the election of officers.
Special guests at the
fellowship supper at the
Memorial Baptist Church at 6





meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
For information call 759-1792
or 753-9261. Note change of
date due to holiday.
but its mild flavor and easy Ellis Center will be open
digestibility --aner-any --age- from 10 a.m.---to -3 -p.m. for
appreciates chicken's ver-
satility; it can be a gourmet
creation or a tasty quick-and-
easy meal.
Here are a few suggestions
for adding pizzazz to chicken
cooked for one:
- When BAKING in-
dividual chicken parts. add a
little lemon juice and-or
parsley ( fresh or dried flakes
to the melted butter.
- FRIED CHICKEN parts
are even better when grated
Parmesan or Roman cheese is
added to bread crumbs used
as coating. Or add dill, basil or
another of your favorite spices
or herbs to the flour or crurns
used to coat chicken for
frying.
- STIR-FRY. is a quick and
easy method% of preparing
chunks of chicken just for one.
Remove the bones from half a
chicken breast or two chicken
thighs; cut the meat into
Strips; cook quickly in melted
butter with vegetables such as
green - pepper, fresh
mushrooms, pea pods or green
onions. For added interest,





Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hendon entertained the
members and guests of the
Suburban Homemakers Club
at their home on Waldrop
Drive on Friday evening, Dec.
15.
A potInek supper was ser-
ved. _
Others attending were Mr.
and -Mr-s. Holmes Dannr-Mr. 
and Mrs Prentiss Dunn, Mr.
and Mrs. Lent] Adams, Mr.
and Mrs. Max Farley, Mr. and
Mrs. Lenith Rogers, Mr. and
-Alps. Learon McGary, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Wilson, Mr. and
Mrs. Hari/ Russell,.and Mr. 
and Mrs. Clyde Miller.
, activities by tie- Murray
Senior Citizens.
Friday, December 29
Shopping for senior citizens
who ride the van will be held.
Persons may call 753-0929 for
transportation..
Saturday, December 30
Alrno Heights Church of
Jesus Christ will hear the Rev.
Irby Reed at 6 p.m.
New Year's Eve Dance will
be held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
the Murray Country Club with
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Poston as
chairmen, assisted by Mary
Jane Jackson, Messrs and
Mesdames Ted Billington, Bill
Furgerson, Charles Walston,
Jorge Garratazu, Buddy
Valentine, and Dick Hutson.
Sunday, December 31
New Year's Eve Disco
Dance will 'be at the Jaycee
Building at 8 p.m. This is for
Adults 18 and over and cost is
$7 per person.
Mr. and Mrs. Warlick_
Hutson of Puryear, Tenn., will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Billy
Gallirnore, Puryear Heights,
km 2 ta .4 p.m. All relatives
and friends are invited.
Watch Night service. will be
at Christian Fellowship
Church, Briensburg with
gospel singing concert by the
Singing Alvey's to start at 7
p.m.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Cha rrer N. Johnson of
Murray who is a patient at St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn., is reported doing
remarkably well following
heart surgery on Dec. 21. He is
now of intensive care. For
those who wish-to send cards--




You get 12 pieces of fish, •
Southern style
hush puppies, a pint of
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HEALTH
Gallbladder colic
"1EAR DR. LAMB — I am
29-year-old female and foe
over a year I've been having
pain in my right side where
my gallbladder is located. I
went to my doctor and he
sent nie to have my gallblad-
der and colon X-rayed, but
nothing showed up. Then, he
gave me some tablets for
what he thought was a skis-
tic colon. I still have the p n
from time to tune despi
the tablets.
1 was hoping you could
give me some information
on gallbladder colic. I had
never heard anything on this
before I read one of your
columns and you mentioned,
briefly, that a low-fat diet
was helpful for gallbladder
colic. Could this possibly be
my problem? If so, what
other information could you
give me about treatment of
the colic?
DEAR READER — It is
unlikely that your pain is
caused by-gallbladder colic.
Why? Because you don't
have any gallstones. Most
attacks of gallbladder colic
are caused by sudden ob-
struction of the bile duct —
usually from a stone lodged
in it.
The pain is quite severe
and may Pe in the pit of the
stomach or under the mar-
gin of the right ribs. Some-
times it radiates to under-
neath the right scapula
Ishoulder blade) or even
into the side of the neck. It is
often associated with vomit-
ing. The pain is intense and
persistent. It may last for
several hours. After the pain
goes away there may be.
residual soreness along the
rib margin.
Now, I'm not sure what
kind of X ray you had for
your gallbladder, but some
stones show up on an X ray
and other don't, depending
upon their chemical compo-
sition.
The ones that don't have to
be visualized by X ray after
taking a gallbladder dye.
This is usually done by giv-
ing the patient tablets. The
dye is absorbed through the
digestive system and con-
centrated in the gallbladder.
If you haven't had that
kind of an examination, one
can't be certain that you
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
don't have stones. On the --
other hand, if your examina-
tion included this procedure
and you don't have any
stones, I think you can prac-
tically forget about gallblad-
der colic.
Patients subject to recur-
rent attacks of gallbladder
colic sometimes benefit
from a low-fat diet. Fat
stimulates the gallbladder to
contract, resulting in colic.
This is not true of either pure
protein or carbohydrates.
I am sending you Thie
Health Letter number 4-9,
Gall Stones and Gall
Bladder Disease. It will give
you more information on
this disorder. Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,




nausea are often not related
to gallbladder disease at all.
Many of these patients have
a spastic colon. The pain
caused by the spastic colon
where it bends under the rib
cage near the gallbladder
region may be confused with
discomfort from gallbladder
disease.
When such patients have
their gallbladder removed,
often they don't get relief
from their symptoms be-
cause the pain wasn't
caused by the gallbladder to
begin with.
Of course, the doctor is
sometimes in a difficult situ-
ation because the patient
may have silent gallstones
along with a spastic colon.
At least 30 to 40 per cent of
the patients who have gall-




Mr. and Mrs. Stephen W.
Carraway of Murray Route 2
are the parents of a baby girl,
Amanda Beth, weighing seven
pounds five ounces,
measuring 19 inches, born on
Thursday, Dec. 14, at 7:35
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Craig, 3.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William N. Carraway of
Murray Route 2 and Mr. and
Mrs., Preston Brandon of
Hazel Route 1. Great gran-
dparents are Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Carraway, Murray Route 4,
Mrs. Ruth Parker, Murray,







What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
The best advice you receive
today may come from a
family member. Augment
your perspective by listening
to others' point of view.
ijeox
By Abigail Van Buren
If You Lend for Love,
—KiSLY-01.11" $$G-oodbye
DEAR ABBY: I am in love with a man I've been dating for
three years. Three months ago he asked to borrow $3,000 to
complete a business deal. He said he'd pay me back in 30
days.
I gave him the $3,000 and didn't want to insult him by ask-
- ing for an IOU.
- Five -weeks passed- without a mention of the money. so I
asked him how his deal was coming. He said it fell through,
but that he had used the $3,000 to repay another debt. He
said he would repay me as soon as he sold a piece of
property he owned.
- A month later I brought up the matter of the money again
and he said the property didn't bring, as much as he thought
it would, but he'd try to give me half of what he owed me as
soon as possible.
Abby, I mentioned the money again last evening and he
said he -didn't really need it in the first place; he was only
testing me to see if I'd give it to him!
Now I'm confused, angry and disappointed. The $3,000
won't break me, but I'm not richer either. I'm not the type to
take legal steps to get my money. What do you make of this
whole episode?
MIXED EMOTIONS
DEAR MIXED: The gentlemen appears to be a flake. Be
prepared to write off Ole 43,000 as tuition in the school of ex-
perience. And never lend money without a proper IOU.'
W.S. If you're still in love with him, I suggest you keep your
heartstrings and your purse strings separate.)
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine just got her nose re-done.
Abby, there wasn't anything wrong with it, but she thought
it was too big. That was last year. Now she wants .to have
her.breasts enlarged!
e What do you think of people_ who get themselves done.
over? I think it's phony, selfish and egotistical.
M. FROM KANSAS
DEAR M.: You are entitled to your opinion, and so is your
friend._ Anything people do about their apptarance that will,
make them feel better about themselves is All right with me
Now, what's YOUR problem?
DEAR ABBY: You always tell girls they should confide in
their mothers. Well. I used to, but no more.
First I made my mother promise that if I told her
something in confidence she Wouldn't tell anybody. She
promised, and I told her. was something about a boy I
liked.) Well, it got !Vick to him because my mother told my
aunt; and this aunt just happens to have the biggest 'mouth
in Scarsdale. and she told the boy's mother!
So. please, Abby, tell mothers who can't keep secrets nor
to feel left out if their children don't tell them anything.
SORRY GIRL
DEAR SORRY: You're right, of course. So, to all you
mothers out there: If you want to keep the lines of corn
munication open between , you and your children,
never —but NEVER—betray a confidence.
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $I and a long, stamped 128 cental salt-addramiod




(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Though you're able to ac-
complish much work today,
you may be somewhat gullible
to a firuindal situation. Be
realistic.
GEMINI
May 21'to June .74
--Pittnersbip -are—
accented now, but the truth of,,
the situation lies somewhere
between fact and fantasy.
Still, accent togetherness.
CANCER
(Jim 21 to July 22)
The correct answer may be
found by following a hunch..
Then follow that hunch up with
Immediate action for your
best success.
(July M to Aug. 22) 4124:g
LEO
The emphasis is on creative
activity and romantic ties, but




(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
No is the time to sort out
your presents and to put
everything in its Koper place.
Make your surroundings -
reflect your ideals.
LIBRA.
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) AL1L
If anything Is bothering you
Inside, talk it out with others,
and before you know it, in-
sights gained will lift
depression. _
SCORPIO
(.Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) "v
Take advantage of financial
openings today, but at the
same time restrain an urge to
part with newly acquired
resources.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 72 to Dec. 21)
You can safely take the
Initiative in planning ssocial
and ..romantic outings now.
Others are very supportive
and this brings out the best in
you.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
CAPRICORN
Creative work will go very
well today, if you will get off
by yourself and refuse to lei
yourself be distracted from
the Job at hand.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) -"ft'
Make sure you get in touch
with friends for a get-together
Otherwise, it will be hard to




You should be happy about
career prospects now. If not,
there's no better time then the
present to get things going.
)effY
411r.1,1
YOU BORN TODAY are
intellectual and practical.
You're willing to work hard to
achieve your goals, but
sometimes, your energy is
erratic. The !odd of ideas has
an especial appeal to you, and
you can succeed as a teacher,
lecturer, or writer. Your
cencern for tangible results
may keep you from the arts,
and though you can succeed in
any line you choose, you
usually prefer an occupation
where the intellect
predominates, rather than
simply attending to business
Birthdate•of: Woodrow




MUSIC DEPARTMENT — 'The Era Of Revolution' was the theme of the program
presented at the recent meeting of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's'
Club held at the dub house. Pictured, left to right, are Mrs. David Roos, Mrs. Hugh Nof-
fsinger, and Mrs. Max Brandon, who are depicting three soldiers returning home at the
close of the American Revolution. Other participants in the program were Mrs. James
Rudy Allbritten, Mrs, Vernon Shown, and Mrs. Carl Mowery. Mrs. CC. Lowry, depart-
ment chairman, presided. Hostesses for the social hour were Mesdames Joe Hal Spann,




Miss Virginia Nell Flora,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Flora, whose wedding
to Dowell Key Ryan, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Louis C. Ryan, will
be an event of Saturday, Dec.
30, at 4 p.m. at the First
Baptist Church has been
honored with a series of
prenuptial events.
The first was a supper-
shower held Tuesday, Nov. 21,
at the home of Mrs. John T.
lrvan. Other hostesses were
Mrs. Charles Costello, Mrs.
Hampton Erwin, Mrs. L K.
Pinkley, Mrs. Douglas
Wallace, Mrs. Heron West,
and Miss Madelyn Lamb.
A breakfast was held on
Friday, NOv: 24, at the Holiday
Inn with Mrs. Kenneth
Grogan, Mrs_ Nix Harris, Mrs.'
Earl Nanny, Mrs. L. W.
Paschall, Mrs. Tom Rowlett,
Mrs. H. M. Scarborough, Mrs.
Lonnie Shroat, Mrs. James
Thurmond, Mrs. Ottis
Valentine, Mrs. Burton
Young, and Miss Peggy Sue
Shroat as hostesses.
Mrs. Larry Watson en-
tertained for Miss Flora with a
personal shower held at the
Watson home on Tuesday,
Dec. 5.
Friends and co-workers of
the bride-elect at the Calloway
County Court House surprised
Miss Flora with a household
shower on Tuesday, Dec. 12.
The University Branch ot
the Bank of Murray was the
setting for a 'coffee held on
Saturday, Dec. 16.
Approximately 150 guests
called between the hours of
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Hostesses were Mesdames
James Armbruster, Bernard
Bell, Lloyd Boyd, H. J. Bryan,
Gaylord Forrest, Ezie Hill,
Maureen Hopson. Nat Ryan
Hughes, Conrad Jones, Elsie
Kivett, A. H. Kopperud,
James M. Lassiter, Robert 0.
Miller, Robert K. Overbey,
John Quertermous, John Ed
Scott, Vernon Stu,bblefield,
Jr., and A. H. Titsworth.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Miss
Come Lowry, and Mrs. Jennie
Gordon were hostesses for a
wine and cheese party held
Thursday, Dec. 21, at the
Lowry home.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Sanderson
and son, Michael,. of Stone
Mountain, Ga., were the
holiday guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Voris San-
derson, West Main Street,
Murray.
Shop Tuesday
9:30 a.m. -5 p.m. 20.0ln
AFTER CHRISTMAS
The sale-you've bee,t- waiting-for: Exciting








Hurry m ond save durtng the After
Christmas sole on beautiful fall and winter
'rockets, tops, blotrees, pants blazers, vests
and *Ins in tunic. and me1er-1ter5illf0tM
in your favorite styles and fashion




























Shop and save on our entire winter coot collection Save on
leathers, fobric.s7euedes. fake furs, genuine furs in
PANTCOA T. JACKET AND DRESS LENGTHS Some are even hooded










28.00 to 76.00' •
1/4: 1/3 OFF
Famous-Name Foundations
REDUCED -15.% TO 35%
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Nixon visited the People's
Republic of China six years
ago, Americans knew they
were coming to the day when
normal. relations would be
established between China and
the United States.
There will be a lot of talk
that, as Sen. Barry Goldwater
(R-Ariz.) said, President Car-
ter's announcement "stabs
(Taiwan) in the back" and that
our allies will say the United
States can't be trusted
anymore.
But in the world of
realpolitik, this isn't the case.
Diplomacy incorporates
cynicism raised to its highest
degree. Unfortunately, it's
based on self-interest and has
little to do with what's right or
. wrong. Most of the world un-
derstands that and practices it.
Our allies will be interested
primarily in how normal
relations •with China will
strengthen the United States
and work to their advantage, as
well. What ally wrung its hands
when Taiwan was forced out of
the United Nations? -
Although the .United States
made a corrunitrilent to the in-
dependence and defense of
_ Taiwan years ago, the
- criticisms of President Carter
appear to be mostly emotional
and partisan. The, drama and
unexpectedness of the
President's announcement in-
stantly revived the decades of
controversy over the two-China
question. It became, for a
moment, a major media event
vas well as a historic develop-
Inent in U.S. foreign policy.
By and large, however,
Americans are better informed
than they used to be about the
Nationalist regime of the late
Chiang Kai-shek, the reasons
for Its unpopularity on the.
mainland, the intrigues of the
China Lobby in the- United
--Statifs-ahd-the--sputfoUshess or
Chiang'S claim to be the real
leader of China. The political
fate of his successors isn't as
deep a concern in this country
as his own was at the beginning
of the Nationalists' flight to
Taiwan.
THE BEST HOPE for a
peaceful settlement of the
Taiwan problem is that the
present government of the
„People's Republic is too in-
volved in internal development,
especially industrial growth, to
feel the need to assert .itself
over the Nationalists.
But, if the mainland leaders
rearranged their priorities and
began making moves toward
the physical takeover of
Taiwan, the United States
would have to rethink its
:fdecision about normalizing
relations. ,
The process that led to Car-
ter's announcement has been a
long one, involving painstaking
negotiations by both Presidents
Nixon and Ford. Carter con-
tinued the momentum by sen-
ding his national security ad-
viser, Zbigniew .Brzezinski, to
China last May. Other high-
level diplomatic visits followed.
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The. .end result of all
diplomatic relations, however,
had seemed inevitable for a
long time. it made little sense
for two of the most powerful
nations in the world not to talk
to each other on a regular, for-
mal basis. The change only
waited on the emergency of a
new leadership after the death
of Mao Tse-tung and on China's
determination, in its own in-
terests, • to develop closer
economic and political ties with
the rest of the world.
Normal relations will give
this country a huge new
market, a potentially major
source of oil, and a political
partnership that could be of
historic value in its dealings
with both the Soviet Union and
the nations of the Third World.
China, in turn, would gain the
advantage of U.S. goods and
technical help, which it must
have for industrial develop-
ment.
In view of all these and other
factors, the two countries
would seem to be moving in a
direction that will benefit each
and promote world peace. But
there is a sticking point.
Is the People's Republic
willing to let the Taiwan
question drift while it con-
--'centrates on more pressingin-
lerests?
The President said the
Chinese government had
assured him that Taiwan would
be allowed to maintain its
economic and social systems.
But administration sodrces
said no explicit guarantees had
been given that military force
wouldn't be used against
Taiwan. And, even .if no
economic or social changes are
sought by the People's
Republic, what about political
changes?, Will there be deman-
ds for an overlord from the
mainland or some level of
military occupation? -
THE UNITED STATES riiut
keep in mind two major con-
siderations. First, this country
shouldn't trust China any more
than it does -the Soviet Union.
We don't know everything that
went into the agreement that
Carter announced — what the
fine print Is or itether any side
agreements were made.
Congress and the public have
every reason to be skeptical, at
least until all the details are
known and fully debated.
Second, if the People's
Republic can't resist the im-
pulse or decides for whatever
reason to attempt a military
takeover of Taiwan, that would
be too high a price for the
United States to pay for an ex-
change of ambassadors and the
benefits, large as they are, that
would follow.
Funny World
Shotgun Schultz says his brother-in-
law feels there should be some seniority
In unemployment, since he was without
a job before a lot of -the current crop
were born. (B111 Vaughan)
Letter To The Editor
More Objections Raised
To City Sticker Increase
Dear Editor:
We are aware that the Murray City
Council is mainly concerned with af-
fairs and growth of the city of Murray,
but the taxpayer is naturally concerned
with financial living standards and
welfare of our individual families.
We were agitated to pay $10 and $15
for city stickers in 1978, and will be
highly agitated if stickers increase by
one-third in 1979.
That is an increase of 33 and one-third
percent in taxation sand if every phase
of taxation increases this amount, while
we are cautioned to remain Within
guidelines set by Preslient Carter of
seven percent maximum increase in
wages, then we are left with no alter-
native but to believe that "Government
of the people, by the people and for the
.people," has no meaning today.
We consider this increase unfair and
burdensome especially since there are
no benefits for some forced to purchase
it. Some have their own leaves, trash
pickup, city taxes, etc., to maintain and
do not feel -responsible for Murray's
Sanitation, etc.
Increasing costs of services rendered
should be substantial to cover wage
increases.
Maybe some pointers could be taken
as to how others have purchased a new
fire truck and maintenance of same. As
has been quoted previously, "There are
other options which should be con-
sidered," and that doesn't mean payroll
taxation, either, as threatened
recently.
FBI Investigates 'Monster'
In New Orleans Federal Jobs
By MALCOLM N. CARTER
Associated Press Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Millions of
federal dollars earmarked ,for the
battle against unemployment have
been wasted and otherwise misspent
here in the chaos resulting from years
of bad management.
The FBI is currently supervising an
investigation into payroll fraud, em-
bezzlement and political abuse in the
federal jobs program in New Orleans.
The agent in charge says he has un-.
covered a "monster."
Arid the city has been put on notice to
improve its performance or risk losing
some of the $24 million it is to receive
this year, under the Comprehensive ,
'Employment and Training Act.
Now, the Labor Department is
demanding that New Orleans return
$6.1 million in CETA money that ap-
parently was misspent, according to
fecler.al_dogunleo14...9114.194:.441--.131R.,
, :Associated Press.
Investigators who have examined
CETA here say New Orleans' program
provides a chronicle of the problems
that afflict CETA nationally. Some 475
"..local governments run a variety of
federal CETA programs, and New
Orleans is one of 51 rated as having
erious problems,.” 
Thus, local CETA abuse involves -
more than bad bookkeeping. Consider:
— New Orleans had to pay $50,000 of
its own to the Labor Department last
March for CETA funds that the
department said was misspent by the
Urban League and the Opportunities
Industrialization Center.
— OIC, a Philadelphia-based,
-)
nationwide jobs training organization,
spent two out of every GEKT-A-
dollars for administration, twice what
the law allows, according to federal
officials.
— Although the -Labor Department
gave the city an extra $1.5 million last
summer to save 1,000 CETA jobs, an AP
investigation found that New. Orleans
.reported an $800,000 Surplus in that
category this fall. _
— A mere half-dozen city employees
▪ have monitored $100 million in CETA
funds since the program began in 1974.
They say their task dwarfed the time
they could spend on it.
— Of the 1,196 individuals who had
gone through the city's CETA training
prookarn by February, 1977, only 42 of
them_— or 4 percent — had found jobs.
The cost per placement was $65,544 per
-participant, .according to a Labor
Department calculation.
-2-Federal officials say that priests,
- nuns..ancileachers en-sunimee-siaeation
were enrolled in a program for the
hard-core unemployed.
Today, the CETA progra ,m'is en-
trusted with only a few months' funds at
a time.
What went wrong?
Henry Bsaden IV, New Orleans's first
manpower director and now a state
sena-Or, says the eity was ill-equipped
to handlethe huge sums of money
available when CETA funds started
flowing in 1974.
One state official said "there are too
many political groups that have an
Influence on the city administration,"
In Washington, CETA field operations
chief Don Balcer agreed: would say
it's the way they do business in
By MARIA BRADEN
Commonwealth Con r Associated Press Wrier
Novices Should Beware
Of Firewood Purchase
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- If you've
just moved into a house or apartment
--wIthe- a fireplace and you've never
before bought wood; beware.
•It's easy tce_get burned.
Wood is an expensive cammodity
these days, with a medium-sized load
usually costing from 825440, Out some
kinds of wood may cost as much as $70..
The purchase price generally includes
delivery, but you may be able to'get it
for less if you haul it yourself.
Obviously, the cheapest way to get
firewood is to have acqess to property
where you can chop fallen trees. If you
don't, you'll have to find a supplier. 
Likeany other service, one Way of
getting what you pay for is to buy from
someone who's been recommended by
a friend, or who has a good reputation
in your community.
'But if you don't know anyone who's
bought a load of firewood recently,
you'll have to rely on advertising
placed by the suppliers themselves.
Then your only protection is to know
something about what you're ordering,
so you can make sure they deliver what
.they Promised
Firewood is measured by a different
standardlitan'the usual pounds or feet.
Loads of wood come in ticks and cords,
three-quarter-ton loads or truckfulls‘
The wood is hard, soft or mixed. It may
I
be dry, seasoned or green.
How do you know what you're get-
ting' '
A tick is similar to gcord, but not as
wide. Ricks and cords are supposed fo
be piles of wood eight-feet-long by
fourfeet-high, with ricks containing
logs about two feet long, and coros four
feet long.
But that's more or less, and your best
bet is to ask the seller for his definition
of cord or rick.
A thredequarter-ton truck generally
carries simewhere betiieen a cor51 and
a rick.
Apart from the size of the load, the
key question is whether the wood will
burn: You should as if it's dry,
seasoned wood. Green wood simply
won't burn well.
Seasoned wood begins to develop
cracks or splits along the grain, which.
you can spot by looking at the ends of
logs. However, some freshly chopped
wood won't show the splitting, although
it may be dry. But don't_itist assume
that that's the case.
Logs that have been split dry faster,
burn more easily, and are easier to
-handle than whole logs, which can be
extremely heavy.
Wood can be stored outside, but
should be col ered with heavy, plastic to
protect it frm the weather.
Next weei your fireplace.
Louisiana."
At bottom, though there was raging
fmtinisaagenient that alloWed
problems to fester and erupt eventually
into, scandal. The single federal
representative couldn't mooitor the
whole city effectively, and even if he
could, his threats were seen as empty.
A -number of present and former
Dallas-based Labor Department of-
ficials say they feel that their superiors
wanted to bridle their efforts to get
tough with New Orleans and delayed
reform.
For all the potential abuses, no one
accepts the responsibility to root out 
corruption. Not Harris, not U.S.
Attorney John Volz, not the FBI, not
Mayor Ernest Morial, not District
Attorney Harry - Connick, not Police
Chief James Parsons.
"We can't go out looking for in-
vestigations to conduct," said Connick.
Added Volz: "What you find is so much
mismanagen4 that theeaf
rinsminia— nt ilf --11- CUT--
ficult to uncover abuse."
Chief Parsons says the district at-
torney is playing politics by refusing to
seek indictments in the alleged use of
CETA workers in a political campaign
waged by Sen. Braden. Braden denies
any knowledge of the alleged practice,
and Conoick Ws he resents. Parson's
charge.
To date, there have been only four
misdemeanor convictions and one
felony conviction, all from the same
small case....io the New Orleans CETA
program.
But the FBI is poring over a roomful
of records involving payroll fraud,
embezzlement and the campaign case.
"We found out we had a monster," says
Robert Isakson, head of the FBI's local
white-collar crime unit.
One Fed probe involves 015,000 that,
in Isakson's words, "went down the
tubes" for a special street clean-up
program.
The program was funded by Total
Community Action, a nonprofit anti-
poverty agency that also is responsible
'fir the $6.1-million blunder for which
- Washington wants reimbursement.
This incident concerns the Illegal
mixing of money from one program to
another between June 1975 and Sep-
tember 1976, a practice TCA says it has
stopped:
TCA, which is running more than $5
million worth of the city's CETA
program this year, also is under in-
vestigation for having skimmed funds
from another federal contract. But
Mortal said he had wanted the agency
to continue withCETA because the city
doesn't have a replacement CO' run
TCA's job training efforts.
City CETA director Sandra N.
Gunner has takes steps to improve
financial *controls, bolstering her
monitoring staff and requiring sub-
contractors to account for expenses and
enrollments monthly.
. Yet, she said she didn't 'even know
about the $50,000 problem involving the
Urban League and 01C. Also, repeated
requests that her 'office pitipoint the
number' of current CETA jobs in ,New
Orleans faild to elicit a more precise
tigure than 2,000 to 3,000.
Says an aide to Labor Secretary Ray
Marshall: "I'm under the impression
that the New Orleans people are trying
to patch things up". I'm also under the
impression that the situation defies a
quick fix."
,
The deductions from Our payroll are
already excessive and we are deter-
mined that our payroll or take-borne
pay is not threatened further. We are
plagued with so many petty taxes,
licenses, and fees other than state, local
and federal that it's not hard to see why
so many are repeating, "Taxati4n
without representation."
It is evident our officials in govenii-
ment have no intention of stay*
within any guidelines whatsoever aid
shall continue extravagant spendlig.
We also have the feeling our officials in
government are no longer servants or
representatives of the people but the
people are slaves to taxation.
Let us make one think perfectly
clear: We the undersigned personnel
and employees want to stress that tb,is
letter doesn't necessarily reflect tbe
feeling of management or tbe
organization by which we are etn-
ployed, as was misinterpreted when
others revealed opposition to city
sticker increases for 1979; nor is this
letter intended to be a personal insult to
Mayor Henley; nor do we object to the
goals of the city of Murray and em-
ployees.
But we would appreciate the council
giving serious thought to consider other
ways of obtaining these, goals for tbe
city of Murray.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The above letter
was signed by 65 employees of Murraiv
Calloway County Hospital and is on Se
at the offices of this newspaper. In tie
interest of conserving space, the in-






PFC David W. Watson, son 'of
Mr.andliirs..Gene-E4Vsitiovni_heeeeeq-
assigned to the 2nd Infantry Division in
Korea, 
Deaths reported include Mrs. Judge
(Bessie) Denham, 77, and Mrs. Cora M.
Rose, 82.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Barber of
Murray Route 6 will observe their 60th
wedding anniversary on Dec. 28.
Danny Cleaver, son of Mr. and Mn
Cecil Cleaver, and student at David
Lipscomb College, Nashville, Tenn.,
will speak Sunday at the Hickory Grove
Church of Chript.
Mc-.--and- Mrs. Twyrnan Edwards are-
spending the holidays with their
daughter, Mrs. Herman Robertson and
. family of Winter Haven, Fla.
Ground beef is listed at 39 cents per
pound in the ad for Johnson's Grocery
this week.
2(/___Y..ears Ago
Leland H. Peeler, Yoeman Second
class, 'United States Navy, graduated
from Naval Justice School, Newport, R.
I., op Dec. 19. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kelzie Peeler.
Deaths reported include Mrs. John
McPherson, 79.
-Mr.- and Mrs. -Herman Barber ‘411
celebrate their 50th wedding ah-
niversary with an open house at thetir
home on Murray Route 6 on Dec. 21.
Prof. and Mrs. L. R. Putnam are
spending their holdiay vacation at their
home on Chestnut Street, Murray. Prof.
Putnam is teaching in the Dana School
of Music, Youngstown, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landolt and
children are the holiday guests of his-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Landolt,
Bonne Terre, Mo.
30 Years Ago
Ray Sinclair, Waylon Rayburn, Otto
Swann, Burman Parker, W. B. Moser,
Galen Thurman, Jr., Hugo Wilson, A.
Willoughby, Pete Gregory, Roy
Chandler, W. 0, Spencer, Wilmot
Cothran, and 'Loyd McKeel are new
officers of Murray Camp 592 of the
Woodmen of the World.
Deaths reported include Miss Emma
Jo Overcast, 81.
Mr. and' Mrs': 'A. J. (Shale) Burkeen
celebrated their 56th wedding an-
niversary on Dec. 18 with a family
dinner held at their home on Dexter
Route 1.
The Murray State College Racers will
*participate in the Midwest Collegiate
Basketball Tournament at Terri
Haute, Ind, Dec. 19 to Jan. 1.
Boggess Produce will pay 34 cents for
heavy hens and 27 cents for leghorn
- hens, according to information listed iv
their ad this week.
Bible Thought
'. Remember not the sins of my youth.
nor my transgressions. — Psalm 257.
Teen-age delinquents lay up a burdesi
of sin. Let them return unto the Lord,
and He will have mercy upon them; and
to otir God, fox He will abundantly
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Excess fat, bone and waste a e
removed according to rigid Kroger
stamiaids_billoca- each_ ,e4)4 - is
weighed and vivid. No wonder
you get moremeat im your money
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Locked In Court Fight
Over Mayor's Conduct
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
• The Louisville Board of
Aldermen are locked in a
: court fight over an in-
veNtigation of Mayor William
Stansbury's conduct in office,
and one board member said
that a majority of the panel`
would like the mayor to leave
office.
Alderman Mary Margaret
Mulvihill says that a poll she
conducted among the other 11
members of the panel in-
dicates that a majority are in
favor of Stansbury leaving
office.
Mrs. Mulvihill said Tuesday
that she conducted the poll
during the Christmas
holidays, and found that "a
majority on the board feels the
mayor should go, but the big
questions is how?"
She said that it would
probably be "a total waste of
time" for a delegation to ask
the mayor to step down, and
any effort by the board to
impeach the mayor would
probably be thrown into the
courts, just as is the board's
current attempt to investigate
the mayor's conduct in office.
The controversy over







cording to a congressional
subcommittee that says it is
"appalled at the amount of
evidence of incompetent as
well as unnecessary surgery.",
The report released




said state licensing agencies,
medical societies and
professional standard review
organizations are all failing to




estimated that about 2 million
unnecessary surgical
procedures were performed in
1977, costing over $4 billion





'MT. STERLING, Ky. (AP)
— Graveside funeral services
will be held at 2 p.m. Wed-
nesday for veteran
newspaperman Loy Allen,..a-
former city editor of /the
Ashland Daily Independent.
Allen, 80, of Los Angeles,
died Friday following an
extended illness:
He left the Independent in
1442 and later worked in the
Los Angeles Herald-Examiner
sports department. -
The services will be at
Machpelah Cemetery in Mt.
Sterling, with burial to follow
in the same cemetery, a
spokesman for Herald and
Stewart Home for Funerals in








ior the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as





1. Are age 60 or
elder, AND
2. Need services to





3. Can not get the





call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5382.
when he admitted lying about
his whereabouts during a
crisis in the city firefighters'
strike, .The matter widened
last leek after allegations
linking Stansbury to illegal
fund-raising for his rnayotirl
campaign. Stansbury's office
has said that all contributions
to the mayor's 1977 campaign
were properly reported.
Mrs. Mulvihill, saying that
"I strongly ?eel that this board
can't let this die," said about
all the panel could do at the,
present time is monitor ii
federal grand jury in-
vestigation into the fund-
raising allegations.
She also said that she may
contact Louisville business
leaders to determine if they
believe that Stanspury should
leave office.
Mrs. Mulvihill refused to
discuss details of her poll, and
'also refused to say how 'in-
dividual board members lean
on the Stansbury question.
She did say that some
aldermen wept more evidence
of wrongdoing in office before
tackling the impeachment
question. They want "the
smoking gun", Mrs. Mulvihill
said.
A previous subcommittee
report said 2.4 million un-
necessary surgeries were
performed in 1974 at a cost of
almost $4 billion and leading
to 11,900 deaths.
Unnecessary surgeries were
defined by the panel as those
performeeftr÷ without ap-
propriate medical treatment
having been tried first.
For. example, the sub-
committee said, the majority
of tonsilectomies in 1977 need
not have been done. It also
questioned the advisability of
hysterectomies being per-
formed for reasons of birth
control and cancer preven-
tion.
"Unnecessary surgery
remains a major national
problem which requires
urgent and accelerated at-
tention" despite effort's over,
the past three years to curb it,
the report said.
In Chicago, meanwhile, Dr.
James H. Sammons,
executive vice president of the
American Medical
Association, said .in a
statement the subcommittee
"has applied limited, early
results from a few studies to
the nation as a whole without
justification."
Sammonsr i.1.ó said it was
"patently unfair" to criticize
the medical profession's
various review organizations





By The Associated Press
Snow was reported today
across much of the Great
Lakes region, and a travel
advisory was posted for
western New York state
because of snow and hazar-
dous driving conditions.
Rain and drizzle covered
much of southern Texas and
showers were reported in
parts of southern Florida.
A high pressure area over
the middle Missisippi Valley
dominated much of the
nation's weather today. Skies
were mostly clear from the
southern Plateau across the
southern and central Rockies
into the middle Mississippi
Valley.
Temperatures dropped
below zero early today from
the upper Mississippi Valley
into the western Great Lakes
region and across parts of the
northern and central Rockies.
Readings -in the 50s were
reported in southern
California, with 50s and 60s
prevailing from south central
Texas through the Louisiana
coastal area and in central
and southern Florida.
Temperatures around the
nation at I am. CST' ranged
from 11 below zero le Inter-
national Falls, Minn. to 74 in
Key West, Fla.
POLAR BEAR'S DELIGHT — Polar bear seems to be enjoying every minute of a cold,
snowy afternoon at the Milwaukee County Zoo. The forecast was one to please a
potar beat al* — more cold weather and a heavy snow warning.
(AP Laseepito4o)
Taiwan Protestors Greet U.S.
Diplomattc-Military Delegates
TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) — At
least 10,000 protesters flinging
eggs and wud and shouting
-Carter is a cheat!" greeted a
U.S. delegation today as it
arrived to begin talks with
Taiwan officials aimed at
making the separation of the
two nations an amicable one.
Vice Foreign Minister
Frederick Chien sounded a
stern note in a welcoming
speech for the diplomatic-
military delegation at a
military airport, telling the
Americans that the economic
and cultural ties the Carter
administration wants to retain
with Taiwan can be continued
only on a government-to-
government basis. •
As the delegation and
Nationalist Chinese officials
left the airport, accompanied
by carloads of reporters,
demonstrators waved the
Nationalist flag of Taiwan and
lunged at the automobiles,
beating on the sides, throwing
eggs and mud and striking the
cars with flagpoles.
One man rushed up to a
reporters' car and stuffed a
muddied, torn American flag
in through a window.
Demonstrators splashed red
paint on one limousine
carping American officials.
Signe denounced 'President
Carter's decision earlier this
month to sever diplomatic ties
with Taiwan and establish
them with communist China.
Police were able to hold
back many in the eng,ry
crowd. There were no im-
mediate reports of injuries.
Another crowd of 1,000 17—s--
2,000 demonstrators gathered
in front of Taipei's Grand
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Howard -Barker of-Covington
was held in the Kenton County
Jail pending disposition of a
charge of tnurder in con-
nection with the shooting
death of his former wife Billie
Barker, 36, on Wednesday.
- -
Police Specialist Larry
Israel said Mrs. Barker was
shot once in the back as she
packed belongings while
preparing to move out of her
former husband's home.
Israel said Mrs. Barker's
daughters were playing in the
basement .of the house at the
time of the shooting. The body
was found in the family room.
The couple was divorced
three months ago. Police said
the furniture had been
removed from the home and
family furnishings were being
packed when the shooting
occurred.
Israel said Christmas
wrappings littered the empty
rooms.
MURALS
DALLAS (AP) — Two Peter
Hurd murals will be left
behind when the Postal Ser-
vice moves out of the Old
Terrninal annex here after 0.1






r option on the building and




to paint the murals 40 years
age.
The larger mural shows
pioneers building a log cabin
and the smaller one depicts
house, windmill and mailbox.
Hotel, where the American
delegation was to stay
overnight before starting talks
Thursday.
The White House has said
the task of the U.S. delegation,
headed by Deputy Secretary
of State Warren Christopher,
will be to express U.S. hopes
that cultural, trade and other
economic ties with Taiwan
will be expanded despite the






















weapons in the air trying to
rout mobs of anti-shah
demonstrators triaihrchar
toward the U.S. 
En 
today but the protesters
regrouped and headed in other
directions, witnesses said.
Heavy bursts of gunfire
shook the downtown area, and
pedestrians fled for shelter in
office buildings. On one street,
some 500 protesters set fire to
heaps of tires, blocking traffic
and enveloping a yellow Fiat
in flames.
SALEM, Ore. ( AP) — It was
a marital tiff punctuated- by
violence, ending when the
couple kissed and made love,
says John Rideout.
It was rape, says his 23-
year-old wife, Greta„
The couple, in what is
believed to be the first
criminal prosecution of a
husband on a charge of raping
his wife, testified Tuesday
before a Marion County
Circuit Court jury — telling of




SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
An order to integrate
Oakland's fire department by
hiring two minority members
for each new white is un-
constitutional in view of the
. U.S. Supreme Court's Bakke
decision, a state appeals court
has ruled.
The Court of Appeal on
Tuesday reversed a ruling by
Alameda County Superior
Court Judge Robert Barber
that set ratios for minority
promotions and hiring and
threw out promotion tests.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Time is running out on the
internal combustion engine
and a joint government-
industry effort like that which
sent men to the moon may be
necessary to develop the
automobile of the future, says
Transportation Secretary
Brock Adams.
And because of the
deteriorating world petroleum
situation, a replacement for
conventional auto engines
must be found within the next -
SHARE CHRISTMAS
WITH FRIENDS OR RELATIVES
AT A SPECIAL SAVINGS
TWIN PRINTS
Twei FULL SIZE BORDER LESS -
"PRINTS INSTEAD OF ONE
EXCLUDING FOREIGN FILM
decade, Adams said in an
interview.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Military officials say anyone
expecting a U.S.-Soviet
nuclear arms agree—ment to
halt the drive for advanced
weapons or lead to defense
budget cuts is , in for a
disappointment.
We will have to increase
the present spending rate to
keep essential equivalence





Boumedienne, a fiery pillarrof
Third World radicalism, died
today, Algerian state radio
announced. The 53-year-old
president suffered from a rare
blood disease and had lain in a
coma for 40-days.
Boumeclienne had been kept
alive at Algiers' MustAga
Hospital by life-support
systems tended by tkip
physicians from the United
States, Europe, Cuba and the
Soviet Union. The broadcast













































Let Begley's Fill Your Next Prescription
Let Begley's fill your next prescription. Our professional
pharmacists will fill your prescriptions with the finest
pharmaceuticals available and at a price you can afford.
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED SALE ENDS JANUARY 2
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tiuman Development May Be Linked
•1
 
To Genes, U Of L Researchers Claim
.' LdUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
- University of Louisville
, researchers say they have
'''. strong evidence that links
stages of human development
with hereditary genes.
., A 10-year study of 374 sets of
(wins 
born at Louisville
hospitals shows that genes
letermine when an individual
evelops and in what ways,
ccording to an article
wently published in Science,
he journal of the American
.,issociation for the Advan-
).ement of Science.
The article was written by
Ronald S. Wilson, a professor
of pediatrics at the university.
The study measured . the
ental development of twins
testing the children every
ree months in their first
ear, every six months in the
ond and third years, and
ually in the fourth, fifth
nd six years.
Both identical twins (twins
conceived from the same egg.
wtuch splits and creates two
fetuses who share identical
genes) and fraternal twins
(twins conceived from two
eggs fertilized at the same
time but with separate
development) were studied.
Wilson said in the article
that what psychologists call
"mental development" is not
the same as intelligence at
such early ages.
The tests given to the
yoa,ngest children, for in-
stance, measured how well the
brain controlled muscles, and
the alertness of the children's
senses.
Some identical twins started
off on unequal terms, but
inner programming of the
genes, the study reported,
caused development to
coincide several years later.
For example, because of
positioning in the womb one
fetus may have received more
nutrition and may have been
heavier, thus more developed •
at birth. However, the acores
show that while the smaller
twin started out at a disad-
vAntage, at the end of six
years test scores were close.
identical twins with the
same birth weight, test scores
were comparable through the
period,Surprisingly, when one
twin's test scores fell, the
other twin's scores also fell,
the study states.
These patterns didn't ap-
pear in the scores of fraternal
twins, however.
Although the fraternal twins
shared the same mother, the
same gestation period and the
same home environment, the
study reported that fraternal
twins had divergent scores.
After age 2, Wilson said,
children seem to enter a stage
of development in which they
are able to symbolize things
and store past experiences in
memory. From these
HELD COMPANIONS — jay Knowles, nine, talks to a crow in a field near his home at




WINCHESTER, Ky. ( AP) —
The vice chaisSidui of the
-,";)-.S(entucky Legislature's
- .Election and Constitutional
:Amendment Committee, Paul
:::-Richardson, says the special
gislative session next month
ill be able to deal more ef-
ctively with U. Gov. Thelma
vall's tax proposals than a
ular session could.
The Winchester Democratic
rnssisories, a present profile=
ess be compared to past
experience in seeking an-
swers.
"Such recolleCtions
gradually create a sense of
what is constant and what is
permanent among the at-
tributes of the physical
world," Wilson said.
These inner pragriunming






PADUCAH, ky. (AP) —
Property taxes will be slightly
decreased in the city of
Paducah this year,' while
property owners in
McCracken County will notice
a slight tax increase.
The City Commission has
approved rates totaling 60.44
cents for each $100 of assessed
property. This is 1.76 cents
less than the 1977 rate.
• The Paducah Board of
Education has approved a
general fund tax rate of 38.1
cents per $100 of assessed
property value and a special
building fund rate of 13 cents
per $100. The general fund
rate is 0.2 cent higher than the
1977 rate, which makes the net
decrease for taxpayers within
the city school district 1.56
cents per $100.
The McCracken Fiscal
Court has approved rates
totaling 20.2 cents per $100 of
assessed property, an in-
crease of 0.1 cent from the 1977
rate. The McCracken County
Board of Education has an-
proved a tax rate of 14.2 cents,
an increase of 0.1 cent, which
would nuke, the total increase
for county residents 0.2 cent.
Cambodia Opens Its Famous
Angkor WatTemple Today
By, DENL,S D'. GRAY
Associated Press Writer
ANGKOR, Cambodia (AP)-.Communist Cambodia
today reopened the temple of
Angkor Wat to foreigners
barred from viewing the
ancient masterpieces by eight
jal_aa„,,,a.eiimpillsr.,iyld  _
terview Tuesday one reason o major war damage to the
.:for this is because the special
:lession will not have the same.• _
_ olitical pressures from
ssembly committees that a
:?fisegular session would.
>;,• He also said the lieutenant
vernor has been lax in not
mmending where the
te budget can be trimmed.
Richardson said the
ropriations and Revenue
Atee, which controls the
e budget, has asked Mrs.
vall twice to appear before
Itie committee to say where
:the tax 'cuts she proposes
:•:Sould be made, but she has-not
et done so. •
Virginia Police
1 elease Details
?.?,•,; POUND, Va. (AP s d- State
.•
;$0*olice in Virginia hare
*leased details of a traffic
:41ccident Saturday near Pound
',.$1) which two Kentucky men
ed.
The report says the victims
the accident, in which- a
_ .buck overtfirned and burned.
t.:Itere 19-year-old Archie Lewis
kikid 25-yeat-old Gary Owens,
Rioth of Cumbefland.
:;p:In 1949, Burma became the
-Irit.st non-Communist country
recOgnize the Chinese
X!atuniulist regime in Peking.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
hestriloors Isis hone set
received area boore-d•Overod
c. of lb. Merrily Lodger &
Tasos by 1:31 pas. aortas,
Friday or by 21:341 sa Soho
days -,"god to rd 713 1116
Sititerro 1:10p.. rad 6
Mom* Friday, or JAB loas.
SOW 4 p.m. liptordays, to bawd
dolvory of lb* '—•"r"• GIB
.awst be plocial by p.a. mod-
Says 4 p,, Sweedimpe
poorsotos dsliyory,
ancient complex was apparent
but neither was there any
evirdence of restoration and
maintenance, which ar-
chaeologists say must be a
continual process to fight off
—the i avdges of -heat, stagnant
water, 'fungi and tree roots




saw the centuries-old edifices
from a bus that moved along
at about 50 miles an hour.
They were not allowed to get
out and visit the site on foot.
The 12th century temple of
Angkor iffat, with its 54
towers, is located 140 miles
northwest of Phnom Penh. It
covers 60 square miles and is
studded with more than 600
monuments.
Only after negotiations
between the Thai organizers begin ..ian.i, with tourists
of the trip and the Cambodians paying $225 for six and a half
were the journalists allowed hours of sightseeing at three
45 minutes to rush through temples and a lunch before
Angkor Wat, regarded as the flying back to Bangkok. One
supreme achievement at travel agent said that about
Angkor and the largest 50,000 foreigners haye already .
standing religious building in expressed interest iitthe trip..
the world, • There l's little chance that
The...CARIMALA-44,iikArvjaitorIA4 APfilkoK.Plabkohle
had sent a message to the to peer through the veil of
Erawan Trust Company last secrecy thrown around the
Sunday asking that the country by its radical rulers.
inaugural flight be made by when they seized power in
Thais only as a symbol of 1575, and investigate repeated
friendship between the neigh- reports of mass executions
boring countries. They and brutality.
reportedly- diseussed security
precautions, following the
murder of British scholar, Dr.
Malcolm Caldwell, in an at-
tack by three terrorists in a
government guesthouse in
Phnom Penh last week. •
_The journalists were
restricted to the terminal of
the nearby Sieni Reap Airport
for three hours after their
morning bus tour as the Thais
negotiated with the Cam-
bodians to grant the Angkor
Wat visit.






DETROIT (AP) — Ford
Motor Co., criticized by the
Federal Trade Commission
for so-called "secret
warranties," now plans to
notify owners of 3.5 million
cars and trucks that
warranties on their V-8
engines are being extended.
A Ford statement attributed
to C.V. Barion, general
manager of the parts and
service division, said the
repairs were a "goodwill
adjustment."
The FTC and some state
consumer groups *have at-
tacked the ''secret warran-
ties" — notice to dealers to
make certain repairs free
after the normal warranty
expires if a customer com-
plained vigorously enough —
because customers, not
knowing of the existence of the
-vete:114o, *bt*"IIksl.y to pay
for *ork for which they should
not have been charged.
Ford earlier had told owners
of 1.8 million four-and six-
cylinder engines certain
problems would be fixed free
after the normal warranty
expired. •
The latest fix involves 2.4
million cars and light trucks
from the 1974-77 model years
with 351 and 400 cubic inch
engines and 1.1 million light
truckelfriiittolor homes of the
1974-76 model years with 360
and 390 cubic inch engines.
The blocks of about 2 per-
cent of the 2.4 million engines




Damage caused by cracked
blocks will be fixed free if it
shows up in the first 36 menthe
or 36,000 miles of use.
Carter, Meany
To Confer Jan. 12
For Private Talks
WASHINGTON (API
President Carter and AFL-
CIO President George Meany
will confer Jan. 12 at a
meeting that could helps patch




have confirmed that Meany„
accompanied by six other
AFL-CIO leaders, will sit.
down with Carter for'ihat will
be their first private meeting
since August.
The meeting was arranged
by Labor Secretary Ray •
Marshall, acting in the role of '
peacemaker by seeking to halt
the bitter antagonism that has
developed between the White
House and the labor
federation.
"We're trying to get.. people
talking again," one ad-
ministration official, who
asked not to be identified, said
Tuesday. "Symbolically, it's
important to both sides jor
Meany to meet with the
president." .
But government officials
acknowledged that based on
past meetings between the two
men, the session could prove
counterproductive.
While the meeting is sup-
posed to focus on Carter's new
'anti-inflation program, which
Meany has assailed, other
issues may come up. "When
you're at the White House, you
talk about Whatever the
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Play Cash Pot ..:
: And as
III:.1, Bingo At Storey's 1: •. •
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In Our Frozen Food %Z)
tee-Cream ,Gai 
Ore Ida
later Tots 2 Lb
New Size! Ore Ida Shredded
89'
Hash Browns 24. 59'
Bright And Early Orange
Drink 6 oz 4/sl
Pet Pumpkin or Mince
Pies 59'
sill On
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THURSDAY, DEC. 28 
• Ali Times Given Are In-
EasterniCentral Tomes










7:3006.30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:0017:00 INTO THE MOR74---
444-6 Witt* CA-TI4ER'
AMERICA Hal Holbrook nar-
rates this documentary on
the life of Willa Gather', and
Gena Rowlands reads some
of her poetry
9:00/3:00 CONTEST TO





















WEEK -The Year Ahead .
900/8:00 FARM DIGEST
9:30/8:30 MEDIX -Sleep and
Dreams'. The ckfferent kinds
of sleep-and dreams and how
they affect our well-being are
examined
10:00/9:00 THE PALLISERS
Glencora continues her non-
stop social season.
SATURDAY, DEC. 30




he4C1 earlier this year in Mur
freesboro Tennessee iR)
3:0012:00 LILIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
3:30/2•30 CROCKETT'S VIC-




4.30/3:30 MEDIX 'Sleep and
Dreams if3)
5:0014:00 ALL-STAR SOCCER
6:0015:00 INTO THE MORN-
ING: WILLA CATHER'S
AMERICA/RI







































The Dresden art collection,
currently on display at the Na-
tional Gallery of Art in
Washington. D.C.
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Jim snows
now plants can thrive under
artificial light
8:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC Secret Garden
7:00/6.00 THE PALLISERS
80017:00 AN EVENING OF
CHAMPIONSHIP SKATING,
1978 The top skaters from the
U Canada and Europe will
be seen in the nionest caliber
of exhibition skating since
the Olympics.
9.0018:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE -The Duchess of
Duke Street': Scrne fas-
cinating facts about Louisa's
past come to light when a
newspaper publisher decides
to run a spicy account of life
at the hotel
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE
-The Downbeat Jazz Awards.
Thad Jones and Chick Corea
host an all-star lineup of
musicians
11:00/10:00 NEW YEAR'S AT
POPS
MONDAY JAN. 1










7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT SYM-
PHONY Haydn's Symphony,.
no 30, the -Alleluia,' and
parts I and II of Haydn's
oratorio: "The Seasons, are
performed
9:30/8:30 VISIONS All I
Could See From Where I
Stood- To escape living with
her alcoholic mother, a
teenage girl plans to marry.





5:3014 30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
6:00/500 ZOOM





7:3016:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 MASTERPIECE




Last of Mrs. Lincoln" Julie
Harris stars as Mary Todd Lin-
coln as a widow, showing her
poverty her separation and
estrangement from her son,
and her retreat into insaiiity.
WEDNESDAY„JAN. 3


















for the Britannic- Jacques
and Philippe Cousteau blend
myth with documentary in an
attempt tO solve the mystery
of the sinking of the Britannic






If you have reception
problems, write. Recep-
tion, KET, 600 Cooper
Drive, Lexington, KY
40502 (606) 233-0666
Adams Says Joint Effort May Si




Time is running out on the
internal combustion engine
and a joint government-
industry effort like that which
sent men to the moon may be
necessary, to develop the.
automobile of the future, says
Transportation Secretary
Brock Adams.




must be found within the next
decade, Adams said in an,
interview.
"The motor vehicle is the
prune mover of our society,
and our mobility and much of
our economy depend on a
fragile affiance with the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries," he
said. "The recent OPEC price
rise and events in. Iran rein-
;tee my belief 
that we must
ye a new type of propulsion
unit.
"The government is_going to
have to be involved very
hasie-and_ad
vanced research because the
automotive companies say
they ju.4 do not have the
resources or the inclination to
Police, Firemen Receive
Layoff Slips In Chtireland
CLEVELAND (AP) -
Police have received their
notices and firemen get them
today - 1,325 layoff slips that
could bring this city's money
problems home to hundreds.
Safety Director James
Barrett distributed notices
late Tuesday to 875 of the
city's 1,875-member police
force. He said 450 firefighters
on the 1,002-member force
would get the message today.
"It's like saying 'Happy
New Year, here's your
layoff," said officer Edward
Pischel, a. 16-year police
veteran who escaped
discharge while 23 of the 40
--men on his shift were let go.
"There is no morale right
now," said officer Jerry
Kreiger. "Some of the men
have mortgages of up to $300 a
month. They've got to have
food. electricity, gas, car
payments. ... It makes you
sick at heart."
A police union spokesman
slid the layoffs -would be
'challenged in court Thursday,
and John Gannon, president of
International Association of
Firefighters Local 93, Said he
will go to court as sOOrtaS the
letters are delivered to
firefighters.
- "It's incredible the
politicians would let this
happen," he said.
Cleveland is in default on
$15.5 million of short-term
notes owed to banks and its
own treasury. Mayor Dennis
Kucinich says he will
discharge 2,000 employees
Jan. 2 if the city still is .ir
default,
Kucinich called a special
meeting - .of the City Council
Tuesday to seek approval for a
plan to pledge city payroll tax_
receipts and municipal
property as loan collateral,
but 17 members - including
President George Forbes -








Sunset Blvd., Chuck's Music
$7.00 Per Person
get into it;'-'•he said.
It ought to be a cooperative
effort, the secretary, said,
noting the automakers have
30,000 engineers and The
Depertments of Tran-
sportation and Energy
together have invested $100
million in research on ex-
perimental vehicles.
"I don't want to get into a
situation where we have a set
of government engineers
independently developing
some great new thing, and
then hevinithe aür friaArers
who have to commercialize it
calling it the dumbest thing
they ever heard of," Adams
said.
"It's the same kind of thing
we did when we said, 'okay,
we'll put a man on the moon,"
he said. "We used a lot of
different resources in the
government and indush
In a speech earlier this
month in° Detroit, Adams
challenged the industry to "re-
invent the car" in the next few
years and invited auto com-
pany officials and engineers to
a "summit" in Washington to




chairman of the Ford Motor
Cprnpany; invited Adams to
Detroit to inspect Ford's
research labs and to discuss
the technology involVed, along
with such things as -the
reaction of consumers to
smaller, lighter cars, the
capital requirements of the
technical task and tite..44
over-a11--effeas of what we de
on employment levels and the
general well-being of the
economy." •
Adams ' scolded U.S.
autom&kers for - being
"imitators" instead of "in-
novators" and noted that the
Transportation Department
had to go abroad to buy the
tetimillogy of a gasoline,
efficient auto. "It's a
Volkswagen Rabbit 'with a
super-charged diesel. It gets
50 miles to the gallon and has
full crash protection," he said.
-It's a good automobile."
OUTSTANDING CADET RECOGNIZED - PhWip R. Merrell, Madisonville, has been
designated as a Distinguished Military Studept at Murray State University. Merrell, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Merrell of 302 Alvey Drive, is a senior majoring in Radio-TV. He
was selected on the basis of his academic abilities, leadership qualities, high moral
character, and his interest in military service. Shown with Men-ell is LTC Randell G.






group, and WY11)1C Radio are
sponsoring a holiday disco at
the American Legion in
Mayfield from 8 p.m. to
midnight Friday, Dec. 29.
The disco will help support
the week-long visit of the
Community Artist in.
Residence, a professional -
musical comedy vocaliat
whose name will soon be
tuthounced.
Sound Spectrum Vel,
equipped with fog machine,
strobe lights and mirror, ball,
-will provide will provide the
music. A disco dance contest
will be held.
All tickets are tax deduc-
tible and may be purchased at
the door or. at the following
locations: Chucks's Music
Center in Murray, and Sound
World, Gibson's Discount
Pharmacy, Ward-Elkins, The
Tosh Shop and WYMC Radio
in Mayfield.
Examiner Says Crawl Space In
Home Resembles 'Battle Scene'
By HOWARD ULMAN
Associated Press Writer
DES PLAINES, Ill. (AP) -
A muddy, foul-smelling crawl
space beneath the home of a
man suspected of killing 32
youths is "like a battle scene
in there with all the trenches
dug. You're working right in
the graves."
Dr. Robert Stein, Cook
County medical examiner,
'said Tuesday night that in his
20 years as a forensic
pathologist he has never come
upon a more horrifying case.
"Before this is all over with,
this could be one .of the most
heinous crimes of the cen-
tury," said Stein, who has
concrete garage floor last
week. ,The-,aearch was to
continuk today.
John Wayne Gacy Jr., 36, a
construction contractor who
once served a prison term in
Iowa for sodomy, reportedly
told investigators he had sex
with and then killed 32 boys
and young men, burying 26 at
his home and throwing six in
the Des Plaines River.
He is being held without
bond on a murder charge and
is scheduled to appeaQ4n court
Friday.
Gacy, who was twice
divorced, had lived in the
house for six years, the last
two alone.
ireenalsawling on bis-_s_tomach:- weal sakt-he iaa,atose to-
underneath the house.
The skeletal remains of four
full bodies and parts of a fifth
were found in the crawl space
Tuesday, bringing to eight the
total found there since the
search began Friday. A ninth





MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) -
Two employees of the Western
Kentucky Gas Co. escaped
injury Tuesday morning when
a gas line they were repairing
exploded and caught fire at a
busy downtown intersection.
The men were welding a
ncliaaturalgas-line-when_
" a valve Was apparently
bumped and sparks set off an
explosion,. sending flames 30
feet into the air. A section of
pipe between 12 and 18 inches
long was blown apart.
Gas company officials shut
off the main line about a block
from the scene of the ex-
plosion, and several persons
Were evacuated from homes
and businesses in the area in
case of another explosion.
Company officials could not
estimate how much gas wa
lost before the pipe line w
rewelded. •
Rideot# Claims Alleged Rap
Was Violent lover's Quarrel
By LINDA`KRAMER
Associated Press Writer
SALEM, Ore. (AP) -It was
a rnarital tiff punctuated by
violence, ending when the
couple kissed and made love,
says John Rideout.
It was rape, says his 23-
yearoldwife, Greta
The couple, in what is
believed to be the first
criminal prosecution of e
husbaNid on a charge of raping
his wife, testified Tuesday
before ra Marion County
Circuit Court jury - telling of
events at their Salem apar-
tment Oct. 10.
Closing arguments were
scheduled for today. Defense
attorney Charles Burt and
District Attorney Gary
Gortmaker rested their cases
•Tueaday, the fifth day of the
trial. •
Hideout, 21, told the four-
man, eight-woman jury he
slapped his wife after she
kneed him in the groin during
a fight, over money, sex and
the job he had quit kix days
before.
' "I' stopped myself because I
realized I was really agitated.
hadrilt 'ever hit-my wife in-
tentionally befcire," he Said
during his half-hot of
testimony.
"I-said, 'Greta, I'm sorry, I
love you. And I didn't mean to
do it."
Then, Rideout said, his 23-
year-old wife told him it was,
all tight they -made up, and
had sexual intercourse-.
But Greta Rideout, who has
since filed for divorce,
testified her husband
repeatedly hit her in the face,
pulled off her jeans and put his
hands on her throat -- forcing -
her to submit to intercourse.
"He slammed the door shut
and locked it and he im-
mediately grabbed me and
threw, me on the floor," Mrs.
Rideout said during her two
hours of testimony.
She said she could hear their
24i-year-old daughter crying
"Mommy, Mommy."
After her husband) hit her
again, Mrs. Rideout said, she
was afraid her jaw was
broken, and "at that point I
decided to submit-to him
"I just lay there and he
wanted me to respond to him
and I wouldn't," she testified
haltingly, wiping her 'eyes.
"...T.117 arms were at my side
and I wouldn't put them
around him."
In earlier testimony, a
. physician who examined Mrs.
Rideout at a Salem hospital
Pthe night of Oct. 10 testified
there was physical evidence of
forced intercourse. Dr. Lewis
Sayres said his diagnosis was
possible rape.
Rideout is free on $5,000
bail. If convicted, he faces a
maximum sentence of 20
years in prison and a fine of
$2,500.
identifying any of the victims
and some may never be
identified. "The teeth are
excellent but we still have to
have the. dental reports to
match them," he said.
Edmund Dobbs, chief of
Cook County Sheriff's Police,
said that "based on my in-
formation they're all young
boys."
Lt. Joseph Kozenczak, who
is heading the investigation
for Des Plaines police, said
Frank Landingin, 19, of
Chicago, whose body was
found Nov. 12 in the Des
Plaines River southwest of
Joliet, may have been one of
Gacy's victims.
Kozenczak said Landingin's
naked tidy was found with
bikini underwear stuffed in his
mouth. He added that bodies
found at Gacy's home also had
underwear or cloth in their
mouth when found.
"Here's a straightfarward
case, isn't it, for capital
punishment, the electric
chair," said Stein, "I'm a
physician, hence I'm against
the taking of any life, but here
it a i'letisic example for the
electric chair.
,"He claims, what, 32
bodies? I bet you money
you're going tp find that
many."
Dobbs said about 20 men
worked inside Gacy's home
:Tuesday_ Some tore out
flooring and dug through the
crawl space. Technicians
spread buckets of mud on the
ground behind the home,
looking for remains.
Police Have Warrant For
Bad Fireworks Supplier
WELCH, W.Va. 1AP) from a man traveling in a van,
State police have obtained a accordin
g to a nurse at
aareaja,,fae-- -a- man -.4hey--- clinic Welth, But-professional who enjoys his
belieVtr-' was the
Prim -arr- "lanw Wirsalarr an apparently aili ppare tlyntlyameci " hcibb57--supplier in the Welch area of 
in the is
the defective fireworks that
caused numerous hand in-
juries Sunday and Monday.
-We're aiming at the
primary bootlegger in this
area," said Trooper W.A.
Johnson of the Welch detac-
ment, who refused to identify
the man named in the
warrant.
More than 150 people in
southern West Virginia and
eastern Kentucky were
treated at hospitals after
fireworks blew up in their
nds. The fireworks, iden-
died as m-80s, apparently
had defective fuses and went
, off as soon as they were lit,
Stein said the excavation
would proceed slowly because
workers risk becoming sick
from breathing methane,
hydrogen sulfide and other
gases released during the




More than 700 individual
artists have been identified in
the Purchase Area and are
currently being surveyed by
authorities said.
Some of those hurt had to
have fingers amputated.
"Where ' the man we're
looking for bought the
firecrackers from is a
question we'll have to answer
when we arrest him," Johnson
said.
Residents of the Jaeger area
of McDowell County reported
the', bought the fireworks
not the man in the van.
The sale of fireworks is
illegal in West Virginia and
Kentucky. Possession is legal
in Kentucky, but not in West
Virginia. 
The Kentucky Arts Com-
mission and the Regional Arts
Panel are asking artists to
provide information about
their current activities,
barriers they are ex-
periencing and programs they
would like to see developed.
Information collected will be
used to allow the Purchase
Area to develop the arts and to
create more arts programs.
Talents of local artists in-
clude singers, weavers,
painters, woodcarvers, pot-
ters, writers, dancers, actors,
photographers, n
strumentalists, ceramics and
leathercrafts. Skills of these
artists range from the
professional who makes his
living in the arts to the non-
Individual artists who have
not received a questionnaire
and would like to participate
in the survey can contact the
Regional Arts Panel at 247-
7171, 753-8325 and 554-2097.
l! Types 8 Sizes
Put A Bang Sparkle 8 Vi zz in your
CHRISTMAS 8 NEW YEARS
LONGVIEW
ONE STOP
I '/2 miles east of Paris Landing eridge. TN. U.
S. 79, Ist stop on right
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Phone 615-232-6801
MITI:1.90N SHOW,
NEW YORK (AP) -
Thirteen paintings by larser
Fettelson will be on display at
the Whitney Museum bf
American Art through Feb. 11,
1979.
Feitelson 11898-1978) held
his first one-person show in
1924.
Patterson Sims, who '
organized the exhibit, says it `5:. •
"demonstrates the artist's
development and the con- ,
sistencyhif. his involvement
with pure line and color; it
offers a long overdue op-
portunity for (he New YOrk
public to view the range dins
achievements."
Thursday, Friday & Saturday Only!
Dec. 28-29-30
All Toys . 
In 1/2 PriceThe StoreEt Gifts -
* This Does Not Include Whosi Goods
































































































































































Page 11 Wednesday, December 27, 1978
INsky reseloof (43) and Stun ItusiQg helped Calloway County put forth a strong effort in the Lakers last outing - a 67-52 loss to
evades, elleaaption Felton County in the Callleway Christmas Tournament earlier this month. Calloway 2-5, feces South Hopkins in




monster has a tenacious
cariosity and ears bigger than
its orbit. * what was ittioing
CM the sidelines at the Fiesta
Bowl in Tempe Ariz., on
Christmas Day when UCLA
mid Arkansas played' to a
useless 10-10 tie?
With the live captive
audience of millions looking
and listening, there was this
microphone stuck in the face
of UCLA Coach Terry
Donahue just as the Bruins
Intercepted an Arkansas pass.
Suddenly whistles blew and
• - started dropping. The




Out of the young coach's
mouth Spontaneously came an
epithet unfit for tender ears.-
especially on a quiet Christ-
mas afternoon. The words are.
I often -found on the walls
_public latrines.
:o0ops! Certainly, Donahue
is embarrassed, but he was
ght off guard. He felt sorry
erward, but it was too late.
cross the field on the
Kansas side there was Lou
tz, the Razorbacks' fiesty
ch, with an electronic'
. • ice stuck to hts chest.
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sioris Writer
Detroit's coach, Dick Vitale,
sat calmly and controled his
tetnper as be watched - the
Milwaukee Bucks humiliate
his Pistons 143-84.
,But inside he was burning,
mid after the game it all came
o*.
This wag-liALsgraceto-
bgeltethall," he sai4 following
Tipsday night's 59-point
sbellacking, which was just
fir points shy of the most
1. .ided result in the history
• the National Basketball
• iation. Los Angeles beat
'en State 162-99 on March
1.1972.
There were little kids out
tlbete tonight who would have
plipyed NBA basketball for a
dbllar." said Vitale, his voice
rbsing in anger and
rustration. "Too many guys
this' league don't want to
pgey. They play on past
credentials. It's a disgrace."
°tiler NBA games, the
Houston Rockets beat the
Not on Playing Field, Says One Writer
"Sixty, wide to the left," he
mumbled to one of his cleated
messengers' relaying plays
from the bench to the huddle.
Up high in the press box,
NBC announcer Curt Gowdy
thumbed quickly through
some pages.
"It's going to an option play
to his left," Gowdy explained
hurriedlY. By that time, the
Arkansas quarterback had
already thrown an errant
Pass.
"One sixty-five, deep," said
Holtz to one of hid messengers.
Gowdy rummaged through
his papers.
"I can't find this one," he
said frantically.
Itrat's-nitsy, just' wutt-tor-*--
the nett one," said-his press *
box companion, John Brodie.
The bizarre sequence of
these events raises the vital
question: What should be the
extent of electronic intrusion
in big time sports?
• Does-TV, wtth its 'vat ei-
posure and resources which
subsidize most major events,
have the right'.- denied other
media - to go onto the playing
field and probe into the most
confidential areas of the
participants?
Does the wiring of a coach
or a player - as in the case of
Holtz in the Fiesta Bowl
serve any useful purpose or
Kansas City Kings 109-102, the *
San Antonio Spurs defeated1—.
the Atlanta Hawks 124111, the
Washington Bullets edged the
Indiana Pacers 108-104, the
Phoenix Suns trimmed the
Denver -Nuggets 106-102, the
New Orleans Jazz nipped the
Los Angeles ' Lakers 125-123
and the San Diego Clippers
beat the Chicago Bulg 115-109.
Rockets 109, Kings 102
Moses Malone overpowered
Kansas City with 32 points and
26 rebounds, the seventh
straight game in which
Malone has had at least 20 *
rebounds. He leads the NBA in
that category with 166 per *
game.
Houston led 76-74 after three *,
quarters but pulled away as
Malone scored 14 points and
grabbed seven rebounds in the
final period.
Spurs 124, Hawks III
San Antonio tied a club 1.  
record with its eighth straight ;
victory, pulling away from *
Atlanta with 12 points in a row
doling Or second halft
add anything to the spec-




remark and the confusion of
trying to tip the fans off to
Holtz' sfritegr in advance
seem to 'dictate a definite
"No."
Keep the big eye where it
belongs - recording the
event, iyot anticipating or
judging
Wray Ledger & Times
Murray State, 2-8, Eyein
Win Over Ga. Southern
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
GREENVILLE, S.C. - Few
would wish an _illness upon
anyone, but,the Murray State
-basketliglr team probably
wouldn't mind if Georgia
Southern Coach J. B.
Scearce's diagnosis is correct.
"We think he might have
chicken pox," said Scearce by
phone. "But we're sure hoping
he does/h." Scearce was
speaking of freshman forward
forward Matt Simpkins, the
Eagles leading scorer with a
24 points-a-game average.
Simpkins and his 'team-
mates face the Racers in
opening action of the Poin-
settia Classic in Greenville
Memorial Auditorium in an 8
p.m. (CST) game. Furman, 6-
1 and the host and defending
champion, takes on Yale in the
first game at 6 p.m.
Georgia Southern pushed
Furman into overtime in the
tournament finals last year
before losing 73-69. Furman
has won its classic four times,'
the most of any team in the 19-
year (tonight marks the 20th)
history of the event.
"We have a lot of facts on
Murray State, but not a lot of
specifics," said Scearce. "We
will probably open in a man-
to-man defense. That's what
has worked forms so far."
It has worked well enough to
earn the -Eagles a 5-1 mark
thus far. Victories have come
over Gaorgia-Staterarnibleval -
Armstrong State, Austin
Peay, Southern Alabama and
North Carolina-Charlotte. Its
lone loss came at the hands of
UT-Chatanooga.
Offensively, we will be more
disciplined than last year (the
Eagles were 12-15 last
season)," said Scearce. When
the running game isn't there,
we'll work the ball more."
Murray State, 2-8, has
dropped its last two games,
including a 79-54 decision at
Memphis State Saturday
night.
Murray State Coach Ron
Greene plans to start Tom
Leffler, a 6-4 senior who
Scored four points and
grabbed three rebounds in six
minutes of play against
Memphis State.
Leffler's starting marks the
12th player on the 14-member
Racer roster who has started
at least one game this season.
Other probable Murray
starters and their averages
are John Randall, 10; Allen
Mann, 6.5; Keith Oglesby, 11.4
and David Lowry, 3.6. Leffler
averages 2.4 points a game.
-We feel like we need to be
By theAssociated Press
The University of Illinok
might have won only two
games in the past week, but
those two victories over other
ranked teams propelled the
Fighting Illini . from 15th to
sixth place in the weekly
Associated Press college
basketball poll.
Duke remained on top,
receiving 46 of 50 firstrplace
votes, good, for 996 points.
•
Notre Dame held second place
• • • -
ready for a lot of different
things against Murray," said
Scearce. Judging by past
Racer games, Georgia
Southern should be prepared
to shoot free throws Al it ex-
pects to win.
Murray State opponents
have outscored the Racers by
just four points from the field
but have totaled .67 more
points (125-58) from . the free-
throw line.
Murray (24) Cl at.
Lei* Oglesby Jr 64
Aloe blowe Jr 6-5
Jobs Sr 64
Doeld Lowy Se 5-11
Too lanier Sr 6-4
Tonight's two losers w'
fight for third place Thursda
at 6_ p.m. (CST) before tin
dm-ninon:ship game at 8.
Murray and Georgi
Southern have mettwice
before, with the Racers
winning each contest. Murray
opened its season in 1966 with
a 121-65 thumping of the
Eagles and defeated them 84-
70 in 1968.





(CT)Avg. Pa6. Se (54)
11.4 Levin kagersoo
4.5 Jobs fire4or
10.0 C Steve Taylor
3,6 6 PIA Leisure
2.4 6 Mt '.p
The two teams had more in
common than just their boll
improvement over the past
week. Both teams played only
Calloway County boys
with 95 points, gra Mg .baskethatt. team will .face_
South Hopkins in a 7,4p.m.other first place votes, and--__
UCLA, an easy h
°PeainCaidwell Co ly-aetiCt7is-etintnhaes-winner over Fordham and
Boston College, held third with Tournament in Princeton
Thursday.878. 
State, with 753
points, and North Carolina,
with 744, both, advanced one
spot in the standings to fourth
and fifth place, respectively.
Caldwell County will take on
University Heights in the
second game, slated to begin
at approximately 8:30 p.m.
The two losers will clash at;
.4hg..
chmpionship game to' im-
_inediately-follow:- --
The Lakers, 2-5, played well
in their last outing --a-67-52-
loss to a powerful Fulton
County squad in the Calloway
County Christmas Tour-
nament Dec.. 15. Fulton
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Money Market Certificates
TERM: 6 Months 1182 days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT
_00;000; GUARANTEED RATE: ks% More Than U. S.
Treasury Bill Rate
Each Week's Rate is









Savings & Loan Association
All accounts are insured up to S40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of with-*
irawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any.
Certificates require $1,000.00 miniinum. Dividends
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, an-
nually as the depositor may choose.
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THURSDAY, DEC. 211 •
Times Given Are In
dSterniCentral Tomes










7:30116.30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
800/7.00 INTO THE MORN-
ING:: WILLA. CATHER'S
AMERICA Hal Holbrook nar-
rates this documeatary po
the life of Willa Gather, and
Gena Rowlands reads some
of her poetry
9.0018:00 CONTEST TO



















-WEEK•IN REVIEW — •
9:3017:30 WALL STREET
WEEK The Year Ahead
9:0018:00 FARM DIGEST
9:3018:30 MEDIX -Sleep and
BreamS' The different kinds
of sleep and dreams and how
they affect our well-being are
examined
10:00/9:00 THE PALLISERS
Glencora continues her non-
stop social season.
SATURDAY, DEC. 30




held earlier this year in Mur•
f,eesboro Tennessee (Ft)







4:30/3:30 MEM 'Sleep ante
Dreams ifi)
5:00/4:00 ALL-STAR SOCCER
6:00/5:00 INTO THE MORN-
ING WILLA CATHER'S
AMERICA iFh























12:30/11:30 BIG BLUE MAR-
BLE
1:00112:00 WASHINGTON






3:0 012:0 0 CONTEST TO






The Dresden • art collection,
currently on display at the Na-
tional Gallery of Art in
Washington. D C
6:00/5:00 CROCKETTS VIC-
TORY GARDEN Jim shows
how plants Carl th(ive under
artificial light
8:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC Secret Garden
7:00/6.00 THE PALLISERS
811017-00 AN EVENING OF
CHAMPIONSHIP SKATING,
1978 The top skaters from the
US. Canada and Europe will
be seen in the highest caliber
of exhibition skating since
the Olympics:
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE The Duchess of
Duke Street" Some fas-
cinating lads about Louisa's
past come to light when a
newspaper publisher decides
to run-a spicy account-of life
at the hotet 
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE
The Downbeat Jazz Awards'
Thad Jones and Chick Corea
host an all-star lineup of,
musicians .
11:00/10700 NEW YEAR'S AT
POPS
MONDAY, JAN. 1 







6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE -
7:0016:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:0017:00 EVENING AT SYM:
PHONY Haydn 's Symphony
no 30, The "Alleluia, and
parts I and II of Haydn's
orakorio. -The Seasons, are
performed
9:3018:30 VISIONS All I
Could See From Where I
Stood ' To escape living with
her alcoholic mother, a






5:311/4 10 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
8:30/5:30 GED -Grammar X.
Miscellaneous Usage Prob-
terns
7:0016.00 THE • MACNEIL/
LEHREB REPORT
7.30/630 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:0017:00 MASTERPIECE




Last of Mrs Lincoln- Julie
Harris stars as Mary Todd-Lin-
coln as a widow, showing her
poverty, her separation and
estrangement from her son.




















for the Britannic" Jacques
and Philippe Cousteau blend
myth with documentary in an
attempt to solve the mystery
of the sinking of the Britannic






It you have reception
problems, write: Recep-








Time is rtmning out on the
internal combustion engine
and a }obit government-
industry effort like that which
sent men to the moon may be
necessary to develop the
automobile of the future, says
"The motor vehicle is the
prime mover of our society,
and our mobility and much of
our economy depend - on a
fragile alliance with the
Organization of. Petroleum
.Exporting Countries," he
said. "The recent OPEC price
rise and events in Iran rein-
force my belief that we must
Transportation Secretary ••• have a new type of propulsion
Brock Adams: unit.
And because of the "The government is going to
deteriorating worki petroleuin have to be involved very
situation, a replacement for heavily in the basic and ad-
coovelatfutal auto - engines - - veheed researeh- because the
111123t be found within the next automouie -companies say
-decade, Adams said in an they just do not have the
interview. resources or the inclination to
Police, Firemen Receive
-Layoff Slips In Cleveland
CLEVELAND (API -
Police have received their
notices and firemen get them
today - 1,325 layoff slips that
could bring this city's money
problems home to hundred:s.
Safety Director James
Barrett distributed notices
late Tuesday to 875 of the
city's 1,875-member police
force. lje said 450 firefighters
on the 1,002-piember force
would get the message today.
"It's like saying 'Happy
New Year, here's your
layoff," said officer Edward
Pischel, a 16-year police
veteran who escaped
discharge while 23 of the 40
men on his shift were let go.
"There, is no morale right
now," said officer Jerry
Kraiger. • "Some of 'the men
have mortgages of up to $300 a
month. They've got to have
Food, electricity, gas, car
payments.... It makes you
sick at heart."'
A police union spokesman
said the layoffs would be
challenged in court Thursday,
and John Gannon, president of
International Association of
Firefighters -Local 93, said he
will go to court as soon as the
„ letters are delivered to
firefighters.
"It's incredible-- the
politicians would let this
happen," he said.
Cleveland is in default on
$15.5 million of short-term
notes owed to banks and its
own treasury. Mayor Dennis
Kucinich says he will
discharge 2,000 employees
Jan. 2 if the city . still isrir
default. •
Kucinich called a special
meeting of the City Council
Tuesday to seek approvafibr a
plan to pledge city payroll tax
receipts, and municipal
property as loan collateral,
but 17 members - includifig
President George Forbes -




Dec. 31, 19711-800 p.m.
Jaycee Building
Adults 18 and Over
Tickets:
Sunset Blvd., Chuck's Music
$7.00 Per Person
get into it," he said.
It ought to be a cooperative
effort, the secretary said,
noting the autornakers have
30,000 engineer* and the
Departments of Tran-
sportation and Energy
together have invested $100
million in research on ex-
perimental vehicles.
"I don't 'want to get into a
situation where we have a set
of government engineers
independently dtrfelotiltig
some great new thing, and
then having the auto makers
who have to cornmercialite ft
calling it the dumbest thing
they ever heard of," Adams
said.
"It's the same kind of thing
Ara -did when we said,- 'okay,
we'll put a man on the moon,"
he -said. "We used a -lot of
different resources in the
government and industry."
In a speech earlier this
month in Detroit, Adams
challenged the industry to "re-
invent the car" in the next few
years and invited auto com-
pany officials and engineers to
a "summit" in Washington to




chairman of the Ford Motor
Company, invited Adams to
Detroit to inspect Ford's
research labs and to discuss
the technology involved, along
with such things as "the
reaction of consumers to.'
smaller, lighter cars, the
capital requirements of the
technical task ahead and the
over-all effects of whai we do
on eniploymerfrieveLs and the




-"itnitators'' instead- of "Us*
novators" and noted that the
Transportation Department
had to go abroad to buy the
technology of a gasoline-
efficient . auto. "It's a
Volkswagen Rabbit with a
super-charged diesel. It gets
50 miles. to the gallon and has
full crash protection," he said.
"It's a good automobile."
OUTSTANDING CADET RECOGNIZED — Philip R. Merrell, Madisonville, has been
designated as a Distinguished Military Student at Murray State University. Merrell, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Merrell of 302 Alvey Drive, IS a senior majoring in Radio-TV. He
was selected on the basis of his academic abilities, leadership qualities, high moral
character, and his interest in military service. Shown with Merrell is LTC Randell G.






group, and WYMC Radio are
sponsoring a holiday disco at
the American Legion in
Mayfield -from 8 p.m. to
midnight Friday, Dec. 29.
The gisco will help support




whose name will soon be
announced.
Sound Spectrum 7./s I,
equipped with fog machine,
strobe lights and mirror baY,
will provide will provide the
music. A disco dance stinted
will be held.
All tickets are tax deduc-
tible and may be purchased at
the door or at the following
locations: Chucks's Musk
Center in Murray, and Sound
World, Gibson's Discount
Pharmacy, Ward-Elkins, The
Tosh Shop and WYMC Radio
in Mayfield. 
4
Examiner Says Crawl Space In
Home Resembles 'Battle Scene'
for Des Plaines police; said
Frank Landingin, 19, of
Chicago, whose body was
found Nov. 12 in the Des
Plaines River southwest of
Joliet, may have been one of
Gacy's victims.
Kozenczak said Landingin's
naked body was found with
bikini underwear stuffed in his
mouth. He added that bodies
found at Gacy's home also had
underwear or cloth in their
mouth when found.
"Here's a straightforward
case, isn't it, for capital
punishment, the electric
chair," said Stein. "I'm a
physician, hence I'm against
the taking of any life, but here currently being surveyed by
been crawling on his stomtela,stathsad,ho.41„notatlasaic exampla-for- the. -um& - • -
-teldelineath the hetuse: —identifying anof the victims- electric chair. The Kentucky Arts Com-
mission and the Regional Arts
Panel are asking artists to
provide- information about
their current activities,
barriers they . are ex- -
periencing and programs they
would like to see developed.
Information cAllected will be
used to allow the Purchase
Area to develop the arts and to
create more arts programs.
Talents of local artists in-
clude singers, weavers,
painters, woodcarvers,. pot-
ters, writers:- dancers, actors,
photographers, i n -
strumentalists, ceramics and
leathercrafts... Skills of these
artists range from the
professional who makes his
living in the arts to the non-
professional who enjoys, his
skill as a hobby.
Individual artists who have
not received a questionnaire
and would like to participate
in the survey can contact the
Regional Arts Panel at 247-
7171, 753-8325 and 554-2097,
concrete garage floor last
week. The search was to
continue today.
John Wayoe Gacy Jr., 36, a
construction contractor who
once served a prison term in
Iowa for sodomy, reportedly
told investigators he had sex
with and then killed 32 boys
and young men, burying 26 at
his home and throwing six in
the Des Plaines River. -
He is being held without
bond on a murder charge and
is scheduled to appear in court
Friday.
Gacy, who was twice
this could be one of the most divorced, had lived in the
heinous crimes _of the Cen- 
tury." said Stein, who has 




DES PLAINES, III. (API -
A muddy, foul-smelling crawl
space beneath the home of a
man suspected of killing 32
youths is "like a battle scene
in there with all the trenches
dug You're working right in
the graves."
Dr. Robert Stein, Cook
County medical examiner,
said Tuesday night that in his
20 years as a forensic
pathologist he has never come
upon a more horrifying case.
-Before this is all over with,
The skeletal remains of four
full bodies and parts of a fifth
were found in the crawl space
'ruesday, bringing to eight the
total found there since_ the
search began Friday. A ninth




MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) -
Two employees of the Western
Kentucky Gas Co. escaped
injury Tuesday morning when
a gas line they were repairing
exploded and caught fire at a
busy downtown, intersection.
The men were welding a
two-inch natural gas line when
valve was apparently
bumped and sparks set off an -
explosion, sending flames 30
feet into the air. A section of
pipe between 12 and 18 inches
Ions was blownapart.... _
Gas company offieials shut
off the main line about a block
from the scene of the ex-
plosion, and several persons
were evacuated from homes
and businesses in the area in
case of another explosion.
Company officials could not
estimate how much gas was
lost before the pipe line was
rewelded.
Rideout Claims Alleged Rape
Was Violent lover's Quarrel
By LINDA KRAMER
Associated Press Writer
SALEM, Ore. (AP) - It was
a marital tiff punctuated by
violence, ending when the
couple kissed and made love,
says John Rideout.
It was rape, says„ his 23-
yearold wife, Greta.
The couple, in what is
belie*ed to Fe the _first
criminal prosecution of a
husband on a charge of raping
his wife, testified Tuesday
before a Marion County
Circuit Court jury - telling of
events at their Salem apar-
tment Oct. 10.
Closing arguments were
scheduled for today. Defense
attorney Marks Burt and
District Attorney Gary
Gortmaker,rested their cases
Tuesday, the fifth day of the
trial.
Rideout, 21, told the four-
man, eight-woman jury he
slapped his wife after she
kneed him in the groin during
a fight over money, sex and
the jot) he had quit six days
before.
"I stopped myself because I
. realized I was really agitated.
I hadn't ever hit my wife in--
tentionally before," he said
during his iialf-hour of
testimony.
"I said, 'Greta, I'm sorry. I
love you. And I didn't mean to
dolt."
Then, Rideout side', his 23-
year-old wlf-. told him it was
all right, they made up, and
had sexual intercourse.
. Rut Greta Hideout, who has
since filed for divorce,
' testified her husband
repeatedly hit her in the face,
pulled off her jeans and put his
hands Mbar throat forcing
her to submit to intercotwse.
"He slammed the door shut
and locked it and he im-
mediately grabbed me and
threw me on the floor," Mrs.
Rideout said during her two
hours of testimony.
She said she could heap their
22-year-old daughter crying
"Mommy, Mommy."
After her husband hit her
again, Mrs. Rideout said, she,
was afraid her iaw was
broken, and "at that point I
decided to submit to him. .
"I just lay there and he
wanted me to respond to him
and I *ouldn't," she testified
haltingly, wiping her eyes.
"...My arms were at my side
and • I wouldn't put them
around him."
In earlier . _testimony, a
physician who examined Mrs.
Rideout at a Salem hospital
the night of Oct. 10- testified
there was physical evidence of
forced intercourse. Dr. Lewis
Sayres said his diagnosis was
possible rape.
Rideout is free tin $65,000
bail. If convicted, he faces a
maximum sentence of 20
years in prison and a fine_of
$2,500.
FEITEL.SON SHOW
NEW YORK (AP). --
Thirteen paintings ,by Lorser
Feitelson will be on display at
the Whitney Museum of
American Art through Feb. 11,
1979.
Feitelson (1898-1978) held
his first one-person' show in
1924. •
Patterson Sims, who
organized the exhibit, says it
"demonstrates the artist's
development and the con-
sistency of his involvement
with pure line and color,. it
offers a long overdue op-
portunity for the New YOrk
public to view the range of his
achievements."
arid some may never be "He claims; what, 32
identified. "The teeth are bodies? I bet you money
excellent but we still have to. you're going to find that
have the dental reports to many."
match them," he said. Dobbs said about 20 men
Edmund Dobbs, chief of worked inside Gacy's home
Cook County Sheriff's Police, Tuesday. Some tore out
said that "based on my in- flooring and dug through the
formation they're all young crawl space. Technicians
boys." spread buckets of mud on the
Lt. Joseph kozenczak, who ground behind the home,
is heading the investigation looking for remains.
Police Have Warrant For
Bad Fireworks Supplier
WELCH, W.Va. (AP,/ -
State police have obtained a
warrant for a man they
believe was the --primary.
supplier in the Welch area of
the defective fireworks that
caused numerous hand in-
juries Sunday and Monday.
"We're . aiming SF the
primary bootlegger in this
area," said Trooper W.A.
Johnson of the Welch detac-
ment, who refused to identify
the man named in the
-warrant.
More than 150 people in
southern West Virginia and
eastern Kentucky were
treated at hospitals after
fireworks blew up in their
hands. The fireworks, iden-
tified as m-80s, apparently
had defective fuses and went
off as soon as they were lit,
authorities said.
Some of those hurt had to
have fingers amputated.
"Where the man we're
looking for ,bought the
firecrackers from is a
question we'll have to answer
when wz• arrest him," Johnson
said.
Residents-of the Iaeger area
of McDowell County reported
the:. bought the fireworks
from a man traveling in a van,
according to a nurse at
Steven's Clinic in Welch. But
Johnson said the man named
in the warrant apparently is
not the man in the van.
The , sale of fireworks is
illegal in West Virginia and
Kentucky. Possession is legal
in Kentucky, but not in West
Virginia. 
Stein said the excavation
would proceed slowly because
workers risk becoming sick
from breathing methane,
hydrogen sulfide and other
gases released during the




More than 700 individual
artists have been identified in








All Types 8 Sizes
Put A Bang, Sparkle 8 Wizz in your
CHRISTMAS 8 NEW YEARS
LONGVIEW -
ONE STOP
I 1/2 miles oast of Paris Landing Bridge, TN U
S. 79, 1st stop on right
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Phone 615-232-6801
Thursday i Friday & Saturday Only!
Dec. 28-2940
NI ToysEt Gifts In Me Store 1/2 Price
* This Does Not Include Wheel Goods *
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Murray State, 2-8, Eyeing!
Win Over Ga. Southern
Ricky Corked (43) and Stan Redden helped Calmly C.eenty pet forth • strong effort in the Laker: last outing • a 67-52 loss to
outwitted champion Fulton Candy in the Callaway Cbristaits Tournament earlier this month. Calloway 2-3, faces South Hopkins in






monster has a tenacious
° curiosity and ears bigger than
its orbit. So what was it doing
on the sidelines at the Fiesta
Bowl in Tempe Ariz., on
Christmas Day when UCLA
and Arkansas played to , a
useless 10-10 tie?
With the live captive
audience of millions looking
and listening, there was this
microphone stuck in the face
of UCLA - Coach Terry
Donahue just as the Bruins
intercepted an Arkansas pass.
'Suddenly whittles blew and
—Bags _started _ dropping. The
turnover was nullified by Er
penalty against UCLA.
Crackle, sizzle, pop.
Out of the ypung coach's
mouth spontaneously came an
epithet unfit for tender ears —
especially on a quiet Christ-
mas afternoon. The words are
most often found on the walls
of public latrines.
Oops! Certainly, Donahue
Was embarrassed, but he was
caught off gaard. He felt sorry
aterward, but it was too late.cross the field on the
t nsas side there was Louta, the Razorbacks' fiesty
cch, with an electronic
(*vice stuck to his chest.
si_Bu ness?_
"Sixty, wide to the left,", he
mumbled to one of his cleated
messedgrs relaying plays
from the bench to the huddle.
Up high in the press- box,
NBC announcer Curt Gowdy
thumbed quickly through
some pages.
"It's going to an option play
to his left," Gowdy explained
hurriedly. By that time, the
Arkansas quarterback had
already thrown an errant
pass.
"One sixty-five, deep," said
Holtz to one of his messengers.
Gowdy rummaged through
his papers.
"I can't find this one," tie
said frantically. _
"Thai's okay, just wait for
the ,next one," said his press
box companion, John Brodie.
The bizarre sequence a
these events raises the vital
question: What should be the
extent of 'electronic intrusion
in big time sports?
Does TV, with its vast ex-
posure and resources which
subsidize most major events,
have the right — denied other
media -ato go onto the playing
field and probe into the most
confidential areas of the
participants?
Does the wiring of a coach_
or a player' — as in the case oc
Holtz in the Fiesta Bowl —




Not On Plfiying Field, Says One Writer Peay, Southern Alabama and
North Carblint-Charlotte. Its
lone joss came at the hands of
UT-Chatanooga.
Offensively, we will be more
disciplined than last year (the
Eagles were 12-15 list
season)," said Scearce. When
the running game isn't there,
Ti.
Kansas City Kings 109-102, the
AP Sports Writer  . San Antonio Spurs defeated a
Petroit's coach, Dick Vitale, the Atlanta Hawks 124-111, the _ *
sat calmly and controlea his Washington Bullets edged the * .
temper as he watched the Indiana Pacers 108-104, the *
Milwaukee Bucks humiliate Phoenix Suns trimmed the **
his Pistons 143-64. , •-as Denver Nuggets 106-102, the *
But inside he was burning, \ New Orleans Jazz nipped the *
Los Angeles Lakers 125-123 *
010.• and the San Diego Clippers **
!This was a disgrace to beat the Chicago Bulls 115-109.
basketball," he said following Rockets 109, Kings 102 '
Tuesday night's 59-point Moses Metope overpowered
istieliladedckinrges, uiwthiinchthewahsistjoursyt sKtarnasaigsmCitygawmitlie 32 points.wmacndh
flu points shy of the most 26 rebounds, the seventh
firdw
the National Basketball Malone has had at least 20
rebounds: He leads the NBA in1 1;:t. ion. Los Angeles beat
en State 162-99 on March that category with 16.6 per
There were little kids out 
game.
Hoiiston led 76-74 after three
,
quarters but pulled away as
tliare tonight who Would have Malone scored 14 points and
*yea! NBA basketball for a grabbed seven rebounds in the
. Mier," said Vitale, his voice 
, rtaing in anger ana 
final period. --- ,
lettstration. "Tioo many guys Spurs 124, Hawks 111
tit, this league don't want to San Antonio tied a club
•illy. They play on past record with its eighth Sttaight
credentials. It's a disgrace. • victory, pulling away from
- In other NBA games, the Atlanta with 12 pobits in a row
Houston Rockets beat the during the second half. ,
•
add anythtng to the spec-




remark and the confusion of
trying to tip the fans off to
Holtz' strategy, in advance
seem to dictate a definite
Keep the big eye where it
belongs — recording the
event, not anticipating or
judging it.
earn the Eagles a 5-1 mark
pj
 •ver-GryreeStatEMiell-fiVal 952 Waal , grabbing
thus far. Victories have come 
votes, good for 996 points.
Notre Dainakeld seanncl
other first place votes, and
UCLA, an easy homecourt
winner over Forclham and
8B7o8ston College, held third with
Michigan State, with 753
points, and North Carolina,
with 744, both advanced on.e.
spot in the standings to fouCth













one game during the week an
they both defeated Cincinnati'




The Calloway County hoys The two losers will clash at T
haiketball teeth 14vrrdiit; with the
South Hopkins in a 7 p.m. championship -game to im-
game in opening action of the mediately follow.
Caldwell County Christmas The Lakers, 2-5, played well
Tournament in Princeton in their last outing — a 67-52
Thursday. loss to a powerful Fulton
County squad in the Calloway
Caldwell County will take on County Christmas Tour-
University Heights in the nament Dec. 15. Fulton
second game, slated to begin County went on to capture the
at approximately 8:30 p.m. title.
SAVE WITH
Vo •ros too* to MO 000
•AMA







laid after the game it all came
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
GREENVILLE, S.C. — Few
would wish an illness iupon
anyone, but the Murray 'State
11h basketball team probably
wouldn't mind if Georgia
Southern Coach J. B.
Scearce's diagnosis is correct.
-We think he might have
chicken pox," said Scearce by
phone. "But we're sure hoping
he doesn't." Scearce was
speaking of freshman forward
forward Matt Simpkins. the
Eagles leading scorer with-a
24 points-a-game average.
Simpkins and his team-
mates face the Racers in
opening action of the Poin-
settia Classic in Greenville
Memorial Auditorium in an 8
p.m. (CST) game. Furman, 6-
1 and the host and defending
champion, takes on Yale-in the
first game at 6 p.m.
. Georgia Southern pushed
Furman into overtime in the
tournament finals last year
before losing 73-69. Furman
has won its classic four times,
the most of any team in the 19-
year (tonight marks the 20th)
history of the event. '
-We have a lot of facts on
Murray State, but not a lot of
specifics," said Scearce. "We
will probably open in a man-
to-man defense. That's what
has worked for us so far."
It has worked well enough to
we'll work the ball more."
Murray State, 2-8, has
dropped its last two games,
including a 79-54 decision at
Memphis State Saturday
night.
Murray State Coach Ron
Greene plans to start Tom
Leffler, a 6-4 senior who
scored four points and
grabbed three rebounds in six
minutes of play against
-Memphis State.
'Leffler's starting marks the
12th player on the 14-member
Racer roster who has started
at least one game this season.
Other probable Murray
starters and their averages
are John Randall, 10; Allen
Mann, 6.5; Keith Oglesby, 11.4
and David Lowry, 3.6. Leffler
averages 2.4 points a game.
"We feel like we need to be
ready for a lot of different
things agaiast Murray," said
Scearce. Judging by past
Racer games, Georgia
Southern should be prepared
to shoot free throws if it ex-
pects to win.
Murray State opponents
have outscored the. Racers by
just four points from the field
but have totaled 67 more
points ( 125-58 ) from the frEe-
throw line.
Tonight's two losers
fight for third place Thursda
at 6 p.m. ((ST) before th
championship game at 8.
Murray and Georgiit
Southern have mettwice
before, with the Racers
winning each contest. Murray
opened its season in 1966 with
a 121-65 thumping of the
Eagles .anddefeated them 84-
70 in 1968.






alarm (24) a NI. Avg.
Keith Oglesby k 6-5 11.4
Whoa blame Jr 6-5 6.5
lobo Ihrodall Sc 6-0 10.0
David Leary Se 5-11 3.6
Tees lafflor Sc 6-4 2.4






Illinois 6th In AP Poll
New
By the Associated Press --...-The two teams had more in
The Unive-TsliTOrillinoli common than just their poll
might have won only two improvement over the past
games in the past week, but week. Both teams played only
those two victories over other
ranked teams propelled the
Fighting Illini from 15th to
sixth place in the weekly
Associated Press college
basketball poll.
Duke remained -oh top,
receiving 46 of 50 first place
Savings & Loan Association
Money Market Certificates All accounts are insured up to S40000 and interest is
Month's• -.
TERM: 6 Months (182 days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT:
$10,004; GUARANTEED RATE: ki% More Than U. S.
Treasury Bill Rate
Each Week's Rate is.














compounded daily from date of deposit to date of with-
irawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
tom Certificates require S1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
may beiwithdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, an-
nually as the depositor may choose.
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What's Up Holiday Tourneys To Open; USC Wins
A011: 13 TI
Today
Murray State men f 24 ) vs Georgia Soother.' first
round. Poinsettia Classic. Greenville, S.C.; 8 p m. CST
broadcast W BS Radio
Thursday
Poinsettia Classic - Murray State-Oeorgia Southern
loser vs Furman-Yale loser, 6 p.m. ICSTI; Murray-
Georgia Southern winner vs Furman-Yale winner,
championship, 8 p.m.
Calloway County boys i 24) vs South Hopkins; 7 p.m.,
first round of Caldwell County Christrruis Tournament,
Princeton, Ky.; second game - Caldwell County vs
University Heights, 8:30 p.m.
Friday
Consolation game - Calloway County-South Hopkins
loser vs Caldwell-University Heights loser, 7 p.m.;
championship game to follow.
The Playoffs
Patriots Wary Of Houston In AFC Semifinals
By KEN 'RAPPOPORT •-
AP Starts Writer
This Ti the Christmas week
break at colleges across the
country - and that means
that everyone gets a break
except the basketball teams.
Starting with top-ranked
Duke, just about everyone will
be some place in one of the
most frantic periods of the
--college basketpall season.
The Blue Devils will play
Friday night in the Holiday
Festival Tournament in New
York, which also features
Ohio State. Rutgers and St.
John's.
Before that tourney opens, a-
basketful of others will start
fast-breaking across the
nation today. darting with
sus* golden oldies as the Far
Wed Classic at Portland, the
Big Eight Holiday Tour-
nament at Kansas City and tke
Rainbow Classic at Honolulu.
Indiana will . face
Washington and Oregon plays
Yiyoming in the Far West
opener. Kansas, the nation's
No. 18 team, meets Iowa State
and ,Colorado plays Oklahoma
State in the start of the Big
Eight tourney. The Rainbow
Classic opens with a
doubleheader matching
Tennessee against Utah and
Arizona State against Har-
vard.
By the Associated Press
FOXBORO, Mass. - The
New England Patriots hope
they haven't drawn a joker
from the wild card ranks.
No doubt about it, the
National Football League
team would rather be Playing
Denver here Sunday instead of
sizzling hot Houston in the
American Conference
semifinals.
"The Oilers are much
tougher to defense thans
Denver," ' Patriots defensive
captain Steve Nelson, the star
linebacker, said Tuesday.
The Patriots, AFC East
champions. would have
played the Broncos if Miami
had beaten Houston last
weekend. Instead, the Oilers
- with NFL rushing cham-
pion Earl Campbell and
quarterback Dan Pastorini -
are coming to town.
Houston, a wild card entry
inthe playoffs, was in Foxboro
earlier this year. The Patriots
took a 23-0 lead, then lost 26-23
on Nov. 12. In that game, the
Oilers' ball control offense, led
by rookie sensation Campbell,
kept New England's defense
on the field for about two-
thirds of the second half.
As if the Patriots don't have
enough worries, there's still
the residue of last week's
turmoil - with Coach Chuck'
Fairbanks an apparent lame
duck as he plots a future move
to new coaching chores at the
University of Colorado.
Fairbanks was suspended
by the team for accepting the
post, then reinstated by owner
William H.4Sullivan Jr. when
•




Tuesday simply because, a
team spokesman said, "of the
press of time."
Several Patriots players,
however, looked ahead to the
playoff matchuP.
"I don't think we'll have any
problems playing our best
game of the season," said
quarterback Steve Grogan.
The playoffs mean too much
to all of us not to play our
best."
Linebacker Steve Zabel said
New England's challenge is to
stop Campbell on first down
situations in which the bruiser
has piled up several hundred
yards.
But the Patriots also must
  1.2aCrillopesix_p_exietise Istpsc_Fcsi
By the Associated Press
DALLAS - Tom Landry
can laugh and joke now during
the • pressure-cooker of the
National Football League
playoffs.
Before the Cowboys cap-
tured their first NFL title in
the early 1970s this was not
always the case. But, the
Dallas Cowboys coach says,
experience relieves a lot of
playoff tension.
For example, before his
weekly news conference
Tuesday, Landry said: "I
hope you had as nice and as
busy a Chistmas as I did. I'd
like to take this opportunity to
wish everyone a Happy New
Year. Now, I'll open it upfor
questions."
One question zeroed in on
the Cowboys' playoff ex-
perience. Dallas has been in
more NFL playoff games 22 t
than any other team. Of
course, Landry has been the




pays off in pressure cir-
cumstances. It helps you from
getting carried away. It's to
your advantage."
Someone asked Landry how
he felt about playoff games.
Buckeyes' es 
Brings Officials
By the Associated Press
JACKSONVILLE, Fla -
. Coach Woody Hayes brought
his own officials along to the
Ohio State Buckeyes' Gator
Bowl football game against
Clemson.
Of course, the men in the
..striped shirts that came with
the •Buckeyes won't officiate
WHA
Friday night's game. They are
Ohio high school officials and
are working Ohio • State
practice session& -
Hayes said it is something
he has done before and it helps
cut down on game penalties by
reminding the players in
practice sessions ,,what they
can't do
"I'm a little more relaxed
myself in playoff games," he
answered with a smile.




game against Atlanta, Landry
will be,inductedginto the Texas
Sports Hall of Fame Friday.
,Landry was a former star at
the University of Texas and
for the Neirliork Giants in the
nice for something like-
this to happen tO"' you while
you're still young enough to
enjoy it," Landry said of the
honor. •
Turning his attention back
to the Falcons, Landry said
something. was amiss with the
—C-esivhcefs----=treing-- 14;.
favorites.
"Something is , wrong
because anytime you play in
the playoffs you will have a
tight football game in most
cases," said Landry. "It takes
something unusual for the
__pine to get out of hand."
Landry said - possible
overconfidence by the NFC
Eastern Division champions
-worries you.
He said Atlanta shows a "lot





*By The itaieebtad Press
W L Ple GF
Quebec 17 12 4 X 131
Haw Kagiand II 9 6 X 134
Cledsdet) 15 16 4 34 123
WWW1Wilk 14 12 4 32 IX
FAMatan 15 15 0 35,114
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W L T Pt. GF GA
Y Islanders 32.4 7 31 152 91
N Y, Rangers 19 11 4 42 132 101
Pluladelphla la 12 6 42 119 102
Atlanta 14 3 41 146 123
baytke Division
11 15 7 211 X 121
13.20 2 X 113 136
Z 2 IV 105 172
U 6 18 ' 94 149
Wake Cattleman
Adams Ohlexe
Swim n 3 4 52 150 105
Toronto 17 lin 4 31 13 118
Buffalo 14 -tit II X 112 106
Minnesota 13 17 3 211 104 114
Herds Divon
IMantreal 24 6 4 52 141 -7-44
Us Medea 13 14 5 31 /22 109
Pittsburgh 12 12 7 31 )20 In
PeteXt 1 17 11 27 IX 177
Wediagton I 21 S 22 104 140
Theedere Gwen
Phiedelphle DONN% tie
Nor Yee* Riasdre 1, MINN I
New Tern lalmehre 4, Termed I
illanesola 4. It. Lads 4
PREP POLL
LEXINGTON, Ity J API --1 Here are
the My HI Kentucky ghis Mei echoed base
kethell Mims with first-place votail In
paternalista records and Mal dudes.
I 1-4141311A (10) . 1114 IN
2,Parie SI a
1•Les•-lelayette 114 72




11.411.1 Ce. 1.4. 11-1 42
7.IAa. Merry Academy NII•1 23
-ION. Hely Crew 73 .11
ilert Red 44 13







W IL Pet. GB
Wasiungton 24 11 606
Philadelphia 20 10 017 194
Nevi Jersey II 13 567 4%
New York 1 If 19 457- t Bois
ton 12 20 375 1014
Central Divides
San Antonio 20 14 NM
Houston 17 14 345 114
Atlanta 17 17 500 3
Cleveland 12 21 764 k 7%
New Orleans 12 23 A.343 1%
Detroit 11 22 333
Western Cealereare
Midwest Minim
Kansas ( 11), • 19 12 613 -
Denver • 17 16 .515 3
Milwaukee lb 22 405 7
Chicago 13 21 312 7%
Indiana II 22 .133 9
Par4/ir Dlyielea
Phoenu n 13 •Ktil -
Seattle 211 12 IN 94
IA3s Angeles 21 14 .4011 1
Portland ii 14 143 20.
Golden State 17 17 IX 4%
San Dieso 16 30 444 7%
Tuesday's Gasses
Washington 103 Indians 184
Sin Antonio 134, Atlanta 111
Milwaukee 143, Detroit II
Houston 101, Kansas City 102
Phoenix IN, Denver IN
San Diego 115, Mead IN
New Orleans 125. lea Angeles 123
Wedateday's Gams
San Antonio.) Atlanta, In ;
New York at New Jitney. 101
Indiana at Philadelphia,
legation at Detroit,
Baton vs, K•oro Olt se- a- L, (I"
Lee Amides al Gelid Nab, nir
New Wens at leadle,
lbeiedare Gadd
Wedlineen at New Yeti, 1111
ad Mee at Cieveland.
Ilesielms 14$14610. (.1
Maw if Power. f
Peitband dit rhombi , (11
adjust to the prospect of fake
handoffs to Campbell, with
Pastorini tossing play-action
passes that burned the
Dolphins in the opening round
of the playoffs.
The first down is criticial,"
said Zabel. "And we have to
pressure Pastorini. We'll find
out lilies really hurt."
The Houston quarterback
with the injured ribs plays in a'
special flak jacket undershirt
that apparently protects him
against everything, from
speeding bullets to. 275-pound
defenders.
The game Sunday ends a
two-week Patriots layoff
Their last outing was the
regular season wrapup, a 23-3
loss in Miami hours after
Sullivan kicked Fairbanks out
of the Patriots' locker room.
_ 'AMC
has to be high for that to win
thcise close games like they
have. They have shown -they




at Oklahoma' City; the Senior
Bowl at Motile, Ala., and the
Poinsetta Classic at Green-
ville, N.C.
The first round of the Sun
C,arnival 'tourney at El Paso,
Tex., involving eighth-ranked
Michigan, will be played
Thursday . night. The
Wolverines will take on Texas
Tech, while Clemson meets
Texas-El Paso.
Illinois, the nation's No. Ii
team, plays Western Michigan
and Alaska-Anchorage takes
on College of the Ozarks in the
first round of the Glacier Bowl
tourney at Anchorage
Thursday night. In the
Louisville Fioliday tour-
nament, it's No. 10 Louisville
meeting Wisconsin and
Mississippi State against Oral
The Vermont Classic
features No. 12 Texas A&M
against Air Force, and No. 4
Michigan State will be
featured in the completion of





ranked North Carolina will see
tournament /Mon, playing a
firstruund game in the
Rochester (N.Y) Classic
against Dartmouth, •
In action Tuesday night, the
.Gator Bowl tourney in
„Iiscksonville, Fla., got a jump
on tile rest of the country: In
the firstround, -Malcolm
Cesare scored 22 points to lead
Florida over Massachusetts
89-65 and Jacksonville beat
Pitt 74-72 as Dwayne Smith,
and Paul DeVito combined for
35.
Elsewhere, John Stroud
scored 41 points to lead
Mississippi over Memphis
'State 92-89; Mike Helms
collected 19 to power Wake
Forest over North Carolina-
Asheville 91-701 .Cliff Robinson
scored 22 points and grabbed
nine rebounds to lead--
Southern Cal over California
59-54 and Johnny High juid
Mike Gray combined for 37
points to pace Nevada-Reno
over San Jose State 75-57,
Still On Top
4' Laurel County No. 1 In Girls' Prep Poll
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE - Laurel
County and Paris continue-to
set the pace in the weekly
Kentucky girls high school
basketball poll, but Lexington
Lafayette is slowly moving
into position to challenge for
the top spot.
-In voting Monday, defen-
ding state champion Laprel
County was the unanimous
choice of voters for the third
consecutive week, receiving
all 10 votes for 100 total points.
Paris held second place with
85 votes and Lafayette, whick—that includes No. 7 Louisville
was foarth last week, ad- Mercy Academy, No. 8
Covington Holy Cross, No. 9
Fort Knox and No. 10
Louisville Butler.
Mercy and Holy Cross were
tied for seventh last week, but
the Covington unit dropped a
4745 decision to Trimble
County and consequently slid
in the ratings.
Fort Knox and Butler traded
positions from last week as
Butler, 3-4,. lost a game to
become the only rated team
playing below .500.
vanced a notch to third with 72
votes. Coach Cathy Neal's
Generals won two games last
week, running this season's
string to 11 wins without a
loss.
Last week's third place
team, Louisville Assumption
at 8.0, slipped to fourth with 63
points and Russell at 6-2
rounded out the top five with
57 points.
Allen County, 5-1 with 42
points, leads the second five
Lance, Farmer 'Most Improved'
They may not be the best,
but they are the most un-
proved - at least, that's what
Tennis Magazine said in its
January, 1979, issue.
Vicki Lance and Mansfield. 
Farmerwere recognized as
the two tennis players .most
improved in Murray in 1978 by
the magazine. The pair were
presented certificates by
Murray State men's tennis
coach and teaching




players at clubs around the
country. Teaching pros choose
the men and women players
they think have ',shown the
most progress during the
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Happy New Year To AIII--
Both Stores will be closed Mon., Jan. 1st.
SUGAR
WITH $10.00 OR MORE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING DAIRY & TOBACCO 5 LB. BAG
IGA
BATHROOM TISSUE 4 ROLS9c
IGA RIPPLED OR REG.
POTATO CHIPS 7 OZ. 49c
DEL MONTE

































EAS..... . : .... 15 OZ.1 9C

































PEANUTS IN THE SHELL
4
PRINGLES








  12 OZ. PKG.
3c
2 LB. 39c




BLACKEYED PEAS............. 16 OZ.
JENO
PIZZA ROLLS 6 OZ.
BANQET


















1/2 GAL. '$11 09
1/2 GAL $ 1 09
91/2 OZ. 49C
8 OZ. 796-
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Hu sb'a !A-Charged With Raping Wife  
• Notion As Old As Bible Being Challenged In Oregon Case
SALEM, Ore. (API - A
notion as old as the Bible is
being challenged in an Oregon
courtroom where a husband is
on trial charged with, raping
his wife.
For generations marriage
has been viewed as consent to
sex between the spouses- and
marital privilege was a
defense against rape.
In 1977 Oregon legislators
passed. a law .removing,
marriage or voluntary
cohabitation as a defense
against rape. Supporters of
the bill called it -simple
Justice."
"We were saying the
marriage contract does not
demand you to submit just
because you are married,"
says state Sen. Edward
Fadeley of Eugene. "'Me
guarantee of sexual access in
both directions - to men and
women - is written in the Old
Testament. And this law does
indeed change that."
It is unlikely that when
Oregon lawmakeeii deleted the
phrase not married to" from
the state rape statutes they
anticipated the national at-
tention generated by the trial
of John Raleout.
Rideout, 21, went on trial in
Marion County Circuit Court
last Tuesday on a felony
cfuirge of raping his wife,
Greta, 23. She claims be beat
her and forced her to have sex
last -Oct. 10 while they were
living- together in a Salem
apartment.



































































































































MA4(BE SHE'LL SEE ME,AND
COME RUSHING OUT TO
THANK ME FOR THE CARSTMAS
CARD I SENT MER...MMSE









loves her," said Elizabeth
Parvis, a supervisor for the
social services agency.
Her mother, Linda Faye
Burchfield, 30, is serving a 32-
year prison term for child
abuse. The stepfather, Billy
Floyd Burchfield, 38, is ser-
ving 40 years. Each was




today, is belic-ed to be the
first crunmal 1..rofsetution of a
husband charged with raping
his wife while they lived
together.
Delaware and Iowa allow
prosecution of husband-wife
rape cases and a spousal rape
law takes effect Jan. 1 in New
Jersey, but it is not believed




privilege is a defense against
rapea under common law
,despite the 1977 legislation and
they have challenged the
constitutionality of the law.
They filed a_pretrial ob-
jection, overruled by the
judge, claiming that Oregon's
rape law is unconstitutional
because it violates a married
couple's right to privacy. In
addition,, the defense says the
Lsw violates equal protection
because it applies only to one
sex.
REISTERSTOWN, Md.
(AP) - Patty Saunders
stands a little over 4-feet tall,
weighs 67 pounds, enjoys
music and -is always dancing
and singing." She rarely talks
about the past.
That's a drastic change
from July,1976. Then, at age 8,
Patty was taken from her
home by police - weighing 23
pounds, standing 2-feet-10-
inches. Her first words to
officers were, "I'm hungry."
Police found her locked in a
closet, starving and covered
with filth. Her body bre the
scars of burns and beatings.
She was placed in the
custody of the Baltimore
Comity _ services
-grantectfOtter 
Before the Oregon Law took
effect on Oct. 4, 1,77, a man
couldn't be prosecutedin the
state for raping a woman to
whom he was married unless
they were legally separated. A
man also couldn't be
prosecuted for rape if the
couple was Unmarried and
living together.
'It's almost just a simple
justice type thing," says state
Rep. Gretchen Kafoury of
Portland, co-sponsor of the
law. " I think the. bill passed as
easily as it did because
legislators knew a married
woman didn't have as much
recourse to physical assault
by her husband as a woman
assaulted on the street."
She said a 1975 attempt to
get the law on marital rape
changed fizzled before the bill
even.got to the floor. She said
women's rights groups
decided to approach the 1977
Legislature more cautiously
by introducing a bill to allow
months after Patty moved in
with her foster parents.
At first, ,doctors at a local
hospital were not sure Patty
would recover. The child,
however, is approaching
normalcy in physical, social
and mental growth.
"Those people (foster
parents) deserve all the credit
in the world," Mrs. Parvis
said.
The foster -parents, who
asked not to be identified, said
when Patty arrived at their
home, she was 39 inches tall
and. weighed 42 pounds. She
could not read or write and
walked with a limp because of
a broken leg which had never
been set properly.
__,The leg has since be_en_set_ivo_
-- rd -fatty- special
staircase on which to exercise.
Since she started school, she
has progressed to just under a
third grade level, according to
her foster mother.
-She's really done, well in
school. On her first day in her
new school, she brought home
a reading book and read me
the first story in it. She knows
how to print and write and also
does math."
/AMR BiLLIE JEAN KIN6
WILL CALL ME TONI6HT,AND
INVITE ME OUT TO DINNER
BETTER YET, LET ME











!named couples were living




to go a step further by
amending the bill to allow
rape prosecutions regardless
of marital status.
"It seems to me that if, it is
wrong to rape your spouse, a
spouse you are living separate
from, it is equally wrong to
rape a spouse you are living
with," state Sen. Stephen
Kafoury - ex-husband of Rep.
hearings on the bill.
Several of the bill's original
sponsors voted against it
because of the change.
"When they did that, it
allowed a husband to be
charged with raping his wife
while they lived together and I
opposed the bill," says Sen.
Vern Cook of Gresham, a
sponsor who changed his
stance.
"We don't need another law
to make assault and battery a
crime. They're confusing
assault and battery with
rape," says Cook.
The new law was part of a
women's rights package that
included a program for vic-
tims of wife-beating. The rape
bill passed the state Senate 24-
4 and the House, 40-16.
Cook, a legislator for 20




N.Y. (AP) - Tom Rush, who
has had several successful
albums in the past decade,
concedes he's still not a
household name. But it doesn't
ther hip, _fie he'd
rather ratserbee;on his '600-
acre farm in New Hampshire
than be a star. •
In a recent interview after a
concert here, the affable
folksinger said his decision to
leave New York City several
years ago had been a turning
point in his life and career.
"I am unwilling to make
certain lifestyle compromises
that would undoubtably help a-
career," he said. "I am un-
wilang to live in Los Angeles
or New York, for example,
and I'm certain I pay a price -
for doing that. But we're
happy in New Hampshire,
which a you know is not the
center of the entertainment
industry.
"Part of what I gave up
7eshea- I left-New -York was---
being ON THE SCENE' in
capital letters," he continued.
"And I realize ( I did the
right thing i every time I go to
New York and I see people in
the business running to go to a
club to see another act,
meeting more people that
have this or that for me to do
- a benefit or play on
somebody's record and so
forth and so on - something
that's useful in terms of
developing a career but it was
a U.S. Supreme Court case,
involving sodomy, where what
one does in one's bedroom is
privileged."
Fadeley says, "Marriage is
something the government
has always been involved in.
My concern is that it will be
used as a blackmail tool in a
situation where a husband and




sideration of the rape ,bill
claimed that battered women
rarely file or pursue criminal
charges against their
husbands. The Women's
Rights Coalition argued that
the same would probably be
true in-rape cases.
"Because a few vindictive
women may file false charges
is not an adequate reason for
denying other women this
right," the women's group
testified.
Rep. Kafoury says district
attorneys had warned the
lawmakers that it would be
difficult to prosecute a
• husbandwife rape case and
she personally was surprised
by the Rideout trial.
"I thought it would be a long
time before people would lee
willing to do it," she says. "I
thought someone r might
consult an attorney, but would
decide it's not worth the
trauma and risk."
just a game that I wasn't very
good at."
Yet Rush, who began his
career in Cambridge coffee-
houses while attending
Harvard in the 1960s, is still a
popular warmup act on the





Rush, who was raised In
New Hampshire, says he
plans to cut back on his con-
certs so he can spend more
time with his wife and 3-year-
old son and "being a farmer."
Actually, his farming
consists of renting out pasture
land to a nearby farmer,
tending to a vegetable garden,
and raising bees.
"My son, Benjamin, is
getting to the age where he
needs some sort of stability,
some sort of pattern. Having
daddy-go off at all hours of-the
day and night - I think it's
disruptive to him. So I plan to
travel less.and
more time writing and
recordint
But he says he'll probably
continue to hope for that
elusive hit.
"Again," he says, "It's a
question of how much you
want it and what you want to
do to get it. I'm interested in
making music that pleases me
and pleases the people whose
opinions I respect. And if I can
do that and have a hit, that's
wonderful; but I can't see
doing something tacky just for
the sake of selling records."
English Porcelain Buys




(AP) - The two jeans-clad
young women with backpacks
were surrounded by thousands
of plates, bowls, cups and
saucers as they carefully
tallied up the English por-
NOW I wissi lc in their shoppingORDErzEcia6sEsom7iNal - baskets.
kets.
Mary Baker, 24. of New
York City, and her 25-year-old
roommate, Jackie Adams,






year was to buy six five-piece
place settings of Faiglish china
tableware .apiece in a
"seconds shop" of a major
porcelain factory.
"We're tired of plastic,"
Miss Baker said emphatically.
'We aren't about to wait'
around. until we get married -
if we do - to have nice dishes.
We make decent Money and
like nice things for the
apartment. The price is just
going to,go up and we figured
we might as well make the
investment now as later."
The two secretaries said
_they had saved enough money
on cheap standby trans-
Atlantic air fares to travel 120
miles north by train from
London to the Royal Wor-
cester Spode porcelain tap-
tory, one of England's oldest
china producers and a mecca
for thousands of tourists who
come each year looking for
cheaper prices than they can
find back home.
The seconds shops at Royal
Worcester and other English
china factories are outlets for
the factory's slightly damaged
pieces and are reduced from
the full retail price.
With the U.S. dollar's value
shrinking abroad, English
china imported into America
is becoming more expensive.they had come, to England this The two tourists said that even
after their 'Nix "seconds"
place settings were shipped
home via surface mail, tpey
will still have saved *half the
cost of a "perfect" set of
Identical patterned dishes
which would cost about 1220 in
New York.
Miss Adams and Miss Baker
agreed that many young
career women would rather.
skimp elsewhere in order to
set up housekeeping on their
own with pretty, eye-catching
dishes.
"They nty be more ex-
pensive, but they ought to last
a lot longer and in another
sense they are 'a sort of
security to an unattached
woman," said Miss Adams.
"It's like saying 'Look what I
can provide for MrSaself."








be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before
lication.
GOD IS LOVE; It you would
like to knew anything about
the Bible, call 759 4600 24
hour phone; not a tape Bible
Facts.
GOD LOVES-AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
7594603 
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
custom made picture frames
and mirrors. Storm windows
and doors repaired. Glass
table tops and shelves
Shower doors and patio
doors. Store front work and
Plexsglass and window glass
replaced. M & G GLASS, 816
Coldwater Rd, 753-0180.
NOTICE: THE city of
Murray will accept bids for a
diesel fuel and gasoline
tAiPigier,-1141: intormation
available at the City Clerk's
office, 5th and Maple. Bids
must be at tile City Clerk's














requested to clack the
Ni-it Insertion of ads for
corr•cli on This
newspaper will • be







US PROMPTLY IN CASE


















. . . 759-4141
Comprehensive 
Care . .   7534622
Poison Corol .  753-7511
Senior Citizens . . 753-11919
Needline  153-11118




















A 10% penalty was added on November 1, 1978, to all
unpaid 1978 city of Murray property tax bills. Un-
paid bills become delinquent on January 1, 1979 and
under the authority of KRS 92.650 and KRS 92.680,
the City of Murray, will immediately after January
1, 1979 institute procedures to file lien's on all proper-
ties subject to sale for unpaid taxes
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. . . . 753-1611
. . . . 7534952
. . . 753-9331
. . . 753-5131
. . . 759-4141
•. . . 753422
. . . 753-1581
. 753-0929































be reached on 753-
'91 an 7 -1917.
of Murray.













2',2 miles north of
Murray on 641. Call
Z53-4566 and ask for
Robert, Nell or Jo or




DO YOU EVER USE
THE EXCUSE "THE
DEVIL MADE ME DO
IT?" CALL 759-4444
AND ASK FOR TAPE
ras.
S. LOST & FOUND
FOUND. BILLFOLD with
the name Alan on it. Owner
can call 489 2377 and
describe.
6. HELP WANTED
BABY SITTER to stay in my
home for 3 . year old.
Responsible adult. Call 753-
0363 after 5: 30 pm.
FULL TIME and part time
help for day shifts and night
shifts. No phone calls please.
Burger Queen, Murray. 
TEXAS OIL Company needs
mature person for short trips
surrounding Murray. Con-






Grocery store, good location
in Kirksey. For information
call 489.2519 and leave your
phone number.
12. INSURANCE
We or. new writing insisrance
on mob& beams, with 3 Bi-
tweet commies. For Itssi
rates canted Wilson In-
SWIM* Old Root Estwts, 301
N. 1116- 753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502-527-
1362.
ATTENTION LADIES AND MEN
SALES CAREER
MAN-SIZED INCOME-LIMITED TRAVEL
We are manufacturers of chemical specialities for the industrial in-
stitutional and ..mtn dal markets.
Ow miocemful sake people earn $18.01.10 to $46,000 yearly on a
liberal common structure.
Up to MO weekly salary plus1150 monthly expense allowance plus
bonuses during training
Excellent fringe benefits and profit sharing. Management op-
portunity.
U you are a herd worker with a strong desire to succeed, we will in-
vest oar Base and money to he you become more successful. Sales
Ii and our products are non-tschnical.
"rot: emmuc:t twfng to us • stable work history with scene indication of
achievement. late model car required. Send resume to
An Equal Opportunity Employer
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORPORATION
P. O. Box 30310
- MEMPHIS, TN. 38310
or phone toll free 1-800-238-5150
Cut the cost of gloss
high heating Ms
Don't hesitate, Insulate











Floored ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, Mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24




The WWI Street Journal states that buying a
home is one of the hest investments you can
make. So, stop paying rent and start building
equity Call us today. We have listings on many
lovely homes.
GUY SPANN REALTY
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 I kuise Baker 75.1-2409
Guy Spasm 753-2587 T.C. Collie 753-5122
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE. 5 piece drum
set, cymbals and extras
included. $250. Sears Ken
more sewing machine, $30.
Gun rack. Portable black
and white, both need repairs.
Call 436.5857.
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, 1, 1 1,2. 2, and 3 qt.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 41/2 at.
covered dutch oven, choice of




Mainland China at the Green
Door, Dixieland Center on
Chestnut.
SALE CORELLE ett-
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
set, Wild Flower Meadow
Indian Summer, April, or
Blue Heather. Your choice
$39.99. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.
SALE REVERE ware,
copper bottom, save 40
percent on 1 1,-2 2 and 3 
quart sauce pans. Double
boilers, 1'2 and 2 quart, 4,-2H WILL YOU STOP PIRACTICINqt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets. THAT THING AT THE DINN
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. .-
C 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE: good used
refrigerator. Call 753-5750 or
see at 727 S 4th St.
e y, Se •r 'trade
Used Furniture Or Ap-
pliances
Hodge S. Son, Inc.
rn




Service in Paducah call 1-




$25, free accessories. Murray







A LITTLE PtIDGY over-
weight- downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new ap-
proach! For information call
759-4536.
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed, $22.88. 36 month
guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99






North Court Square, 145,10tc,
Paris, TN.
SALE SKILL ROUTER, i2
hp. Model 54, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN. 
SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
538, 1.5 hp, 73/4 inch blade,
$29.99, model 574, 13/4 hp, 71/4
inch blade, $34.99, model 559
ball bearing, 2 hp, 7!-. inch_




person to takeup payment on
25 inch color tv. under
2.warrenty. Clayton's for
- merlyJ & B Music. 753,7575. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES
FOR SALE: 17 foot travel
trailer with new Simmons
twin bed, shower;sinkk Stove,
refrigerator, air conditioner,
with new 7' X 10' metal
storage building, 1 mile to
Kentucky Lake. 474-8843. 
4' X 60' GLENBROOK. 2
bedroom with den and large
cypress sun porch. 753-0779
after 5 pm. 
21 MOB HOME RENTS
MOBILE HOME for rent
Dill's trailer court, located at
Murray Drive Inn Theatre
entrance. See Brandon Dill.
29. HEATING & COOLING
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick,
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates Complete with
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT
.FOR RENT . 2 bedroom
apartment. $80 Per month.
Cali 7531920 before 12 noon. 
3.3. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT in large -
house, luny furnished, in-
cluding washer and-dryer. 2
blocks from University S65
per month, all utilities fur
irushed . 436-2411.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
EXTREMELY NICE.
bedroom houSe for rect.,- 1
ban), nice swimming . pool,
immediate occupapcy. 753-
6086 or 502 965 2215. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
house in city limits, deposit
and refrences required. Call
753 9924 after 330 pm. 
TWO BEDROOM house in









36. RENT OR LEASE
FOR RENT COMMERC)AL
space - court square; on
southside of court square.
Now occupied by Children's
Corner. Space -available







is Morn* GM 780-
4140, Msay*MI6
Friday, ti115.
A K C REGISTERED
Doberman puppy, S1,50. Ears
already croppeb. rail 753-






Choice 3 bedroom, 2
bath home that is
"neat as a pin" inside
and out. Excellent
well-built older home
that has been com-
pletely redecorated
and renovated.
Located in a quiet
residential 'heigh-
borhood. Priced to sell




petent real estate ser-
vice.
 AMIelminow
FINISH fi-fIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroOrK-- hOrne
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine trees. Small but
economical with ehergy
saving heat Perfect for






Pr of essrunal Services
Witt The Frvimelly Touch"
OFF WITH THE OLD
& ON WITH THE
NEW . . . Tastefully
decorated 3 BR. home,
shag carpeting, elec-








Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
43. REAL1W-AT-'E
Wimp et the week! Extra
nice 3 RR, 2% betb brick with
fireplace and beetsietw. GIR-
trail beef & ale 1 sifts in-
sedation tie awer sevitspi
Leaded soar Coldwater and
priced to mist My $45,500.
John Smith, Realtor
753-7411
FIVE ACRES inside city
limits. Ideal for commercial
or apartment project If you
have been thinking about a
business project and you
need land, this is ideal. The
cost of this property is less
than some commerical lots.







B.V; DUPLEX - Each
side has 2 bedrm.,
living rm., kitchen &
bath - Central gas heat





lot located in West-
wood Sub. MID 40's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105N. 12th St.
SMART START you're 
starting out or Slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom cottage... located
near downtown shop
ping...lots of trees and
Shrubs for private ef
fect.. yes, yours . .for under








We have had many
inquiries regarding all
types of farm land, and
acreage tracts. If you
have a farm or
acreage tract to sell,
contact us at 753-1222._
Also if you have been
wanting to purchase
acreage, contact us for
an update on proper-
ties listed for sale in












Seri farm within 315 miss of
city. Nes 3 bedrooms, 1/2
bath, excellent besitheard
bort, geed well, stock bark








527-1468 ). 753 9625
CARROLL COPE. BROKER
IT'S A LITTLE BIT of
country .5 acres fenced for
horses...barn...3 bedroom




"T".. .When would you like to






With The Friendly Touch"
MOVE RIGHT IN . . .
. No delay in putting
your family in this
comfortable 3 or 4
bedroom home located
on a large lot in ex-
cellent neighborhood.
Home has l 2 baths,
all appliances, large
closets & many other
extras. PRICED •Tf9
SELL'. Boyd Majors





* Auctioneer R ealtor-
Appraiser -




present! A lovely home on 2
acres. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
lovely kitchen, 2 car garage,
large utility, 12 X 17 outside
storage, fenced in beautifully
landscaped backyard and
more. Located on Hwy 299,


















of home for the money.
Priced in the $50's.
PHONE KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
are members of the
Multiple Listing Ser-
vice.
44. LOTS FOR SVEN
LETS GET to the point! That
is this excellent lake front lot
located on a point in Crappie
Hollow. Yours for only




acreage, 23 acres, for
building or investment.
f rcallia.e.. Pr iced. 
to t-nbw. CaIf 753-4501 after
3 pm
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located in Kirksey, within
_ walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has .34 acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors
and well insulated walls and
ceilings. Living room,
_ bedrooms, • and hall are
carpeted. Kitchen,
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl floors.
Kitchen has plenty of
.cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
to sell. Call after 5 pm. 489
2387.
WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
Take a look at this 42-room, 2
bath brick Iodated near
downtown area. Ideal for -
professional office or
apartments. Zoned business..
Let us show you how your









south of Murray we
have‘just listed a three
bedroom brick, one
and a half bath home.
The house plus two
separate buildings to
be used for storage or
business are located







604 So. 12th St,
1968 CHEVELLE SS, good
condition, $350-: Call 436-2332
between Band 12 am.
1977 DATSUN B-210 Hat-
chback, speed, AM-FM
dio $3295 Call 437-4504 
1973 }iONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer -Call 753-
6531 or 759-1155
'78 COVIAll 117
:Wm &drives breed see, ler
mks, loaded with ortras,
comfort espresso, ME Is







new, no rust, clean, loaded






1976 BLAZER, 4 wheel drive,
extra nice interior, sharp on
the outside. 7531180 or 759
4844.
SI. CAMPERS
ALMOST NEW 28 foot
Marauder travel trailer. Air
conditioned and central heat.
All self contained. Excellent
coOdition. $6000 firm. Call
collect, Mayfield, 247-6248 or
247-8755.!
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or 1.3624895.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
.steps, free estimates. 753-
5476.
CARPENTER WORK, small
br large jobs. Call 437-4560




or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gourd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning 753-5827.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished Call
the Chimney experts. Magic




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
EXPERIENCED -CAR-
PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes.
Call 759-1405 or 437-4351.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for






753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam-in-




Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 435-4527.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
JOE HASTINGS tree ser-
vice. Topping and removal
Call (901) 642-7329 any time,
collect. Paris, TN. Free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heatiog and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753 360 or 753
7149 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, -FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
homes. 15 . years
pen i e. Call 435-4173.
ROOF! G, excellent
references Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.




will haul Is, ties, lumber,
etc. Call 437 4485 after 6 pm.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY






in Murray, presently em-
ployed in-Paducah. Neat with
pleasant personality.
Experienced in selling and
various office .duties, light
typing. Good with public, can'
 give excellent references.
Call 753-5696.
MATURE LADYYPIwishes to
clean house. References. 436-
2775 after 6 or 753-2555 before
9 in the morning.
WANTED: GENERAL





Jewelers, North side Court'
Square, Paris, TN.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
• 209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday? :30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CO $1.50 PRICE SHAVE 51.25
For hospital & house calls please call 753-3685 'one
day in advance.
HICH METHOD IS BEST?
SHAMPOO METHOD
NAG AGITATION BUT
I.ITTLE OR NO EXTRAC`ION
THE VIBRA VAC METHOD






P.O. Box 531, Murray
NO JOBS TOO SMALL
•PRESCRIPTIONS -
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
 ATADVC BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HO-CUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
R. pcfry'Marquardt,. M.D. jP.S.C.
Family Pecictke
Proudly Announces the Relocation (if His Office To
- Medical Arts Building
  Suite 206
300 South 8th St.
Murray, Kentucky Phone (502) 753-0704
Office Hours Mon., Tue., Thur.,. fri. 8:00'to 5, Sat. 8:00 to 12
PAGE 16 THE MURR4Y, Ky • LEDGER & TOM Wednesday, Deeember 27, 1178




Mrs. Birdie Wells Vance
died Tuesday at 3.20 p.m. at
the Hardin County Memorial
Hospital, Elizabethtown. She
was a resident of III Highland
Park Avenue, Vine Grove.
The deceased, 86, was a
former resident of Calloway
County. Her husband, Eurie
Vance, died Maslen 30, 1975.
She was a member of the Lone
Oak Primitive Baptist Church
in this county. Born June 28,
1892, she was the daughter of
the late John Wells and Susan
Martin Wells of Calloway
County.
Mrs. Vance is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Gordon
(Bulah) Smith, Vine Grove;
three sons, John Vance,
Williamsport, Ind., Robert
Vance, Crescent Springs, and
Bill Vance, Memphis, Tenn.:
16- grandchildren; 19 great
grandchildren; one great
great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Elder
Arlie Larimer officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as
organist. Burial will follow in
the Ivy Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Wednesday)
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Canady '
The funeral for Mrs. Ruthie
Canady. widow of Shelton
Canady, is being held today at
+-,Al7P-ni-.1A4,0)1t--4*440_4_.4-Abst-bn
Blalock-Coleman -Funeral
Home with Connie Wyatt
officiating and Jerry Bolls
conducting the song service
with singers -from the
Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ, where she was a
member, and the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. •
Pallbearers are Thomas
Hugh Taylor,. Paul Wayne
Garrison, Wayne Garrison,
Junior Garrison, Max Canady,
and Joe Pat Canady. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Canady, 74, 727 Riley
Court, Murray, died Monday
at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by one son,'
Mason Canady and wife,
Mildred; Murray Route. 5;
three grandchildren,
Brooksparriell: Mrs. Jimmy
Knight, and Jackie Canady;
three sisters. Mrs. Jimmie
Taylor, Mrs. Allie Cun-
ningham, and Mrs. Earl
Partin; two brothers, Jim
Henry Garrison and Clifford
Garrison; eight great gran-
dchildren. •
Word has been received of
the death of Woodrow Kirk of
Blytheville. Ark., formerly of
Calloway County. He died
early Tuesday morning at his
home.
Mr. Kirk was 63 years of
age, and was the son of the
late Walter Kirk and
Josephine Garland Kirk of
Calloway County.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Dink Kirk, two
daughters, and two sons,
Blytheville, Ark.; one sister,
Mrs. Ruby Colson, and two
brother*, Billy and Johnny
Kirk, ati.of Murray.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. alwthe
chapel of the Cobb Funeral
Home, Blytheville, Arluyith
burialTo follow in a ceitery
there.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Evelyn Elimbeth Welch of 817
Hurt Drive, Murray, will be
held Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Watkins Funeral
Home, Dexter, Mo., with the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe of Murray
officiating.
Burial will follow in the
cemetery at Essex, Mo.
Friends may call at the
Watkins Funeral Home.
Dexter, after noon on Thur-
sday. The body is now at the
Max Churchill Funeral Home,
Murray, where friends may
call from 6 p.m. today
(Wednesday) until 1.0..s.ni. on
Thursday.
Mrs. Welch, 71, died
Tuesday at 8 a.m. at the
Fannin Regional Hospital,
Blue Ridge, Ga. She was a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church and was preceded in
-death by her husband, William,
H. Welch, on March 20, 1974.
Born July 19, 1902, w Stewart
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Walter
Crutcher and Lillie English
Crutcher.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Carl (Lorene)
DavenPort, Blue Ridge, Ga.,
and Mrs. Eugene Wary Lou)
McPherson, Poplar Bluff,
Mo.; one son, Jack Welch,'
Plymouth, Mich.; three
sisters, Mrs. Lois Morris and 1
Mrs. Magie Thomas., Murray,
and Mrs. Codell Harper, New
Port. Richey, . Fla, ; two
brothers, William H. Crut-
cher, Hazel, and Clyde
Crutcher, Washington, Ind.;
10 grandchildren; five grist ;
grandchildren.
Ross Dudley Odle, 811 Sunny
Lane, .Murray, died Tuesday
at 12:50 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 58 years of age.
The Murray man was an
accountant with the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority. He
was a member of the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and the
Oaks Country Club. Born Jan.
21, 1920, in Decatur County,
Teruy:-;-he was the son of the
late W. G. Odle and Bessie
Thomas Odle. ;
Mr-Odle is survived by his
wife! Mrs. Margaret Smith
Odle, to whom he was married
---1W7,"Bleritstrdatightera,
Mrs. Jimmy (Martha ) Erwin
and Mrs. Jerry (Mary Beth)
Smith, both of Murray; three
sisters, Mrs. Sherman
(HoLlan'd) Miller and Mrs. Rex
(Georgia) Collett, both of




Ftichard Odle, Parsons, Tenn.,
and Earl and Charlie Odle,
Sugar Tree, Tenn.; two
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Parsons Mor-
tuary, Parsons, Tenn., with
the Rev. Dewayne Franklin of
Murray officiating. Burial will
follow in the Sugar Tree
Cemetery in Decatur County,
.Tenn..




Purchase Players at the first
Community Artists Residency
Training (CART) seminar in
Atlanta, according to Mrs.
Fran Sievers, president of the
Players.
The Mayfield community
theatre group was one of only
four Kentucky community
organizations selected by the
Kentucky Arts Commission
and the CART staff to par-
ticipate in the three two-day
seminars. Thirty-six corn-
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interested!
noon "FDT, today furnished to We
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michtftan.
Corp of Mtrray. are as folkiws
Induetaial Average -7.41
Alr Products 1/46 -46












about starting a small
business! Having a hard time
getting the one you already
own on its feet' Then it's time
to check Into a collection of
aids designed specifically with
the small business in mind --
they're available through your
local public library.
The collection of brochures
and. aids was given to the
Kentucky Department of
Library and Archives by the
Small Business A d-
uniustration last year, ac-
cording to Barbara Williams,
state librarian. "The purpose
of their giving the collection to
the library was to make the
aids more readily available
and accessible to persons
starting or owning a small
business in towns and coun-
tries. It puts the ideas where
they can be utilized."
Mrs. Williams said that a
collection of 170 brochures and
booklets was provided for
each of the 18 regional library
headquarters and .two
collections for the -State
library. Each collection
consists of a series of three
types of guides: small
business aids, technical aids
and management aids. The
brochures are available to all
libraries in the state through
Interlibrary loan.









James A. Beazley, public
affairs officer with the
Louisville field office of the
Small Business Ad-
minisetation, sfressed thattlf
of the aids relate to basic
concepts — a good starting
point for anyone wanting to
open a business or trying to
bolster a weak operation.
"The aids cover a wide range
of situations. For those per-
sons just starting a business,
there's an information aid that
can be used for setting up an
organization. For those
already in business, there are
aids such as marketing sur-
veys, basics of record keeping
and six methods for success in
a small store."
Beazley explained,
couple of examples of
brochures are two small
marketers aids, 'Checklists -
for Going into Business' and
'Business Plan for Retailers.'
Both would make a beginning
business person stop and take
stock of conditions and
munities in. 10 southeastern
states Participated.
Community Artists
Residency Training is a three-
year development project
based on the conviction that
national public support for the
perfomring arts must develop
at the community level.
As the residency director for
the CART program in
Mayfield, Gunn was trained in
fund-raising at the local level,
building interest in the arts
within. the community,
volunteer development, artist
and community - relations,
public relations, and recor-
ikeeping and evaluation.
The trttining coirninates in a
one-week community
residency by a professional
performing artist. During that
week the CART artists will
hold a press conference and
eight free performances at
such locations as club
meetings, schools, senior
citizen centers, shopping
malls and factories. At the
conclusion of the week, the
artists will perform at a public
concert.
Community Artist
Residency Training is a
program of Affiliate Artists
Inc. and is supported and
funded by the Ford Foun-
dation, the National
Endowment for the Arts and
the Southern Arts Federation.
In addition, assistance comes
from the 10 State Arts
Councils in the southeastern
United States.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky [Ake 7 a.m. 354.6,
down 0.5.
Below dam 318.3, down 0.8.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 354.6,
down 0.6.
Below dam 3271.
Sunset 4-.46. Sunrise 7e9.
prospects for
business."
T‘tie checklists ask questionS
to help a person think throUgh-
what he or she needs to know
and do. Are you the kind of
person who can start a
business and make a go of it?
What are the reasons you want
to own your own business? Do
you know how much money
you'll need to get started"
Where is the money coming
from?
The business plan is a
guideline — it gives a person
who is planning to open a
business a path to follow, and
contains some examples and
suggestions.
"This is just a sample of
what the collection has to
offer," added Beazley. "The
collection also has a good
index of publications about the
basic elements of
management. And, many
other things are reviewed in
these small business
brochures, such as basic
record keeping, sales, and
marketing."
The small business ad-
ministration also provides a
management counseling
group called Service Corps of
Retired Executives. There are




and Paducah. According to
Beazley, the SCORE chapters
can advise persons interested
in starting a small business..
Anyone needing more
details can get in touch with
the area SCORE chapter. If' •
they can't reach the local
office, they should contact the
SBA office in Louisville. The,
address is: 188 Federal Office




George H. Hamilton, a noted
scholar of 19th and 20th
century European and
American art, has been
named the National Gallery of
Art's Samuel H. Kress'
Professor in Residence for the
academic year 1978-79.
Hamilton is currently
working on a redefinition of
the later style of the French
artist Paul Cezanne and on
Cezanne's writings, as well as
on the late work of French
Impressionist Claude Monet.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
USDA flatimated receipts
cattle and calves 1100;
slaughter steers weak to $.50
lower; heifers near steady;
cows steady to $2 lower;
represented slaughter bulls
steady; calves and vealers
steady, however, high choice
vealers poorly tested; choice
feeder steers under 500 lbs $1-
$2 lower; other , feeders fully
steady.
Slaughter steers choice 1075-
1220 lbs 54.4045.60; mix
good and choice 950-13:
52.30-53.90; individaarutility
2455 Itis 49.75 slaughter
heifers a few mixed. good and
choice 1150-1315 lbs 51.00-
53.25; standard and good 850-
950 lbs 46.75-50.25; slaughter
cows utility 42.00-48.50;
numerous yield grade 2-3
including many dairy breds
49.00-52.00; cutter 41.00-47.00;
canner and cutter under 800
lbs 37.00-41.00.
Slaughter bulls yield grade
1-2 1100-1350 lbs 48.00-56.50;
slaughter calves and vealers a
few choice 150-330 lb vealers
76.00-86.00.r good and choice
100-285 lbs 63.00-76.00; June 
300-430 lb calves 66.00-72.00;
feeder steers choice 330-450 lb,
75.00-79.50; 550600 67.00-74.00;
mixed good and choice 300-500
lbs 66.00-75.00; 500-775 lbs
57.00-67.00; good 300-500 57.00-
66.00; 500-1000 lbs 49.00-57.00.
Heifers choice 350-450 lb.
67.00-72.50; 450-600 63.00-68.00;
a few 500-600 lbs 61.00-63.50;
mixed good and choice 440-775
lbs 53.50-61.00; good 450-775 lbe
48.00-58.00; stock cows choice
750-1000 lbs 46.50-51.50
Hogs 1500, includes 900
feeder pigs; barrows and gilts
$1 to $1.25 lower; U.S, 1-2 195-
250 lbs 49.80-50.15; No. 2 220-
240 lbs 49.50-50.00; No, 3 250:'
260 47.00-48.25; 290-315 *.00 ;
sows steady; U.S. 1-2 300-400
lbs 41.00-42.00; 400-619 42.25-
43.25; No. 3 350-500 lbs 4.25-
41.25; boars over 300 Its 36.00,-
37.00.
Sheep 25; slaughter lambs
fully steady; choice and prime
slaughter lambs 103 Its; 60.00;
a few 129 lbs 55,00.
KET To Offer Five Telecourses
KET will air five new
telseourses beginning in
January and February. A
telecourse is a college course
for which many people can
receive college credit by
viewVig Programs shown on
KET and by meeting other
requirements set out by
participating Kentucky
colleges and universities.
The five series spotlight a
broad range of topics — from
Shakespearian dramas to
home interior design.
**Of Earth and Man"
combines art, film,
photography and narration to
increase the student's
awareness of basic
geographic concepts as they
apply- to different regions of
the globe. The series is seen on
Sundays at 2:30 p.m. (ET),
1:30 p.m. (CT) and at 3 p.m.
(ET), 2 p.m. (CT ) beginning
January 21. Repeats of the
twice-a-week programs are on
Saturdays at 12 noon (ET), 11
a.m. (CT) and 12:30 pill.
(ET), 11:30 p.m. (Cr).
-Writing for a Reason" is a
college freshman composition
course that covers basic
writing skills such as choosing
and shaping a thesis; planning
a composition; and composing
effective sentences,
paragraphs and essays.
PRigrams in the series 'are
seen twice each week —
Mondays and Wednesdays ai
6:30p.m. (ET), 5:30p.m. (Cl')
beginning January 22, and are
repeated on Saturdays at 4
p.m. (ET), 3 p.m. (CT) and
4:30 p.m. (ET), 3:30 p.m.
(Cl').
The entire ..interior design
process is covered in
''Designing Home Interiors."
The series begins with the
concept of total planning and
progresses to elements and
principles of design, floor
plans, color psychology, floor
coverings, and the successful
use of accessories. Budget and
consumer information are
emphasized. The series begins
on Sunday, January 21 at 1:30
p.m. (ET, 12:30 -p.m. (CT)
and at 2 p.m: (ET), 1 p.m.
CT). Repeats are seen on
Saturday at 3 p.m. (ET), 2
p.m. (Cl') and 3:30 p.m. (ET),
2:30 p.m. (CT).
-New Approaches to High
School Learning and
Discipline" is designed to
present to participants a
survey of contemporary
thought and practice on im-
proving student-teacher
relations. The series is seen as
Sundays at 1 p.m. (ET). 12
noon (CT) beginning January
21 and is repeated on Satur-
days at 2:30 p.m. (ET), 1:30
p.m. (CT).
Six of William
Shakespeare's plays come to
television when "The
Shakespeare Plays" airs on
Wednesdays at 8 p.m. (ET), 7
p . m . ( CT 1_ . beginning
February 14. Among the IWI
length presentations are
"Julius Caesar," "As You
Like It" and "Henry VIII."
Information concerning
which Kentucky colleges and
universities are offering
credit for the telecourses and
how to enroll may be obtained
by calling collect: Dr. Robert
Carter, Council on Higher
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